
• Potomac Appalachian Trail Club
• Mountain Club of Maryland

HIKING THROUGH HISTORY
THE 40th APPALACHIAN TRAIL CONSERVANCY BIENNIAL CONFERENCE

JULY 17-24, 2015 AT SHENANDOAH UNIVERSITY  |  WINCHESTER, VIRGINIA

The Potomac Appalachian Trail Club (PATC) and Mountain Club of Maryland (MCM) are proud to present “Hiking Through 
History.” All those who are committed to protecting the Appalachian Trail or have an interest in the beautiful surroundings 
and extensive history of the Shenandoah Valley are invited to attend the 40th Biennial Conference of the Appalachian 
Trail Conservancy (ATC). “Hiking Through History” features hikes on the nearby Appalachian Trail, Civil War trails, and 
other trails close to the University. There are also workshops on topics related to the trail, hiking, local history, and outdoor 
recreation. Daily excursions highlight the many historic events that took place in the Shenandoah Valley and surrounding 
areas, such as Gettysburg and Washington, DC. There is also rafting, tubing, zip-lining and many other outdoor activities. 
Nightly entertainment features local musical talent and informative and inspirational presentations related to the outdoors. 

Like us on Facebook “AT Conservancy Biennial Conference” to keep up-to-date both before and during the conference. 
Be sure to add pictures on the activities you attend. REGISTER, get more information, and see the conference video at 
www.atc2015.org.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
 
SHENANDOAH UNIVERSITY
Shenandoah University is located in Winchester, Virginia. It is conveniently reached from Interstate 81.  
The University is centrally located and near hundreds of miles of outstanding hiking trails, including a 
short 18 minute drive to the Appalachian Trail at its closest point. The University is also close to important 
civil war battlefields such as Manassas, Gettysburg and Antietam, and 90 minutes from Washington D.C. 
Winchester is a delightful small town with a vibrant culture and history. In addition to being the scene 
of three large civil war battles, the town was George Washington’s headquarters during the French and 
Indian War. The town was also home to Daniel Morgan, Admiral Richard Byrd and Patsy Cline. 

GETTING TO SHENANDOAH UNIVERSITY
BY CAR: The University, located beside exit 313 on Interstate 81, can be reached via US Route 50, US 
Route 522 and Virginia Route 7.

BY PLANE: The closest major airport is Dulles International Airport located 50 miles from Winchester. A 
limited number of commercial flights land at Hagerstown Maryland Regional Airport, 47 miles from 
Winchester. Arrangements have been made with Polly’s Cab of Winchester, Virginia for transportation to 
and from Dulles Airport. The charge is $100.00 for the first two people and $15.00 for each additional 
person sharing the same cab. To use this service contact Polly’s at 540-662-4111 or 
www.pollyscabinc.com and use the code ATC2015.

BY TRAIN: Amtrak and MARC have daily service to Harpers Ferry, West Virginia, located 30 miles from 
Winchester. Arrangements have been made with Polly’s cab of Winchester Virginia to provide transpor-
tation to and from the Amtrak Station in Harpers Ferry. A charge of $70.00 for the first two people and 
$15.00 for each additional person sharing the same cab. To use this service contact Polly’s at 540-662-
4111 or www.pollyscabinc.com and use the code ATC2015.

SHUTTLES AND LOCAL TRANSPORTATION: Shuttles and transportation information is available on the 
ATC website: http://www.appalachiantrail.org/hiking/find-a-hike/parking-shuttles-transportation. Note 
the applicable cautions. 

CAMPUS RESIDENCE HALLS  
The University has a limited number of dorm rooms for rent. These will be available on a first come, 
first served basis. The rooms are double rooms which can be rented as a single room and are standard 
dormitory rooms with either a common shower/bathroom or a suite arrangement with one bathroom 
per cluster. All rooms are air conditioned and offer Wi-Fi internet service. Linen service, refrigerators and 
microwave ovens are not available in the residence halls. Attendees should bring bedding (including 
pillows), toiletries, cups, lamps and other items they deem necessary. Ample shopping is within walking 
distance of the University. Please see below for camping and off campus housing options.

RESIDENCE HALL CHECK IN & CHECK OUT 
University residence halls are open from 1:00 PM on Friday July 17th to Noon on Friday July 24th. De-
pending on the residence hall, the University uses a swipe card to enter the residences and either keys or 
entrance cards to enter the rooms. A fee of $15 is charged for lost swipe cards and up to $100 for lost 
keys.

TENT CAMPING
Tent camping is available and conveniently located on the soccer field behind the parking garage 
adjacent to the Brandt Student Center. Two plot sizes are offered: 10 ft. by 10 ft. and 15 ft. by 20 ft. 
The price for camping is by plot and not per person. The charge is $15.00 per night for a small plot and 
$20.00 per night for a large plot. A convenience area is provided on the soccer field for cooking and so-
cializing. Portable toilets are provided. Showers are open daily from 5:30 AM to 11:00 PM and are close 
to the tenting area. Separate showers for adult women and men are provided in the Aikens Athletic 
Center and for families with children in the Shingleton Gymnasium building. 

RV CAMPING
RV camping is available in the parking lot adjacent to the Brandt Student Center and parking garage. 

SCHEDULE AT  
A GLANCE
FRIDAY, JULY 17
1:00 PM to 10:00 PM – Check in,  
Registration, and Exhibits open
7:30 PM – Opening Reception (free) 

SATURDAY, JULY 18
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM – Check in,  
Registration, and Exhibits open 
Daytime – Hikes, Exhibits, Excursions,  
and Workshops
Sunset Hike – (See #01)
5:30 PM to 7:30 PM – Benton MacKaye  
and Life Member Dinner (by invitation)
7:30 PM – Pre-meeting Entertainment
8:00 PM – ATC Business Meeting (free)

SUNDAY, JULY 19
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM – Check in,  
Registration, and Exhibits open  
(Exhibits close at Noon.) 
Daytime – Hikes, Excursions, and Workshops
Sunset Hike – (See #11)
6:00 PM – ALDHA Reception (free)
Stargazing Excursion – (See E1913)
8:00 PM – Entertainment

MONDAY, JULY 20
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM – Check in and  
Registration 
Daytime – Hikes, Excursions, and Workshops                 
Sunset Hike – (See #01)
7:30 PM – Evening Workshops
8:00 PM – Entertainment and Presentations 

TUESDAY, JULY 21
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM – Check in and Regis-
tration 
Daytime – Hikes and Excursions
Sunset Hike – (See #03)
6:00 PM – Volunteer Recognition Reception 
(by invitation) 
8:00 PM – Entertainment and Presentations

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM – Check in and Regis-
tration 
Daytime – Hikes and Excursions
Sunset Hike – (See #11)
8:00 PM – Entertainment and Presentations

THURSDAY, JULY 23
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM – Check in and Regis-
tration 
Daytime – Hikes and Excursions
8:00 PM – Entertainment and Presentations

FRIDAY, JULY 24
8:00 AM – Conference Ends
8:00 AM to Noon – Check out and Room 
Key Returns 

IMPORTANT DATES
APRIL 15th – Registration opens at www.atc2015.org. 
Mailed registrations will not be processed before April 15.

MAY 31st – Last day for early registration discounts. 
Mailed registrations received after this date will not receive a discount. 
Last chance to change/cancel Excursions that are Paid In Advance (PIA). 

JULY 1st – On-line registration closes July 1.   
Participants may be able to sign up for these events on-site at the biennial. 

JULY 18, 8:00 PM – ATC Business Meeting. 
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RVs are charged according to size (see Registration Form) and there are no hookups available. Showers 
are provided at the same locations as for tent camping. Portable toilets are provided adjacent to the RV 
camping area. Camping World, located one exit south off interstate 81, allows free dumps. 

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
The biennial steering committee has made arrangements with several nearby hotels for discounted 
rooms. See Housing Options at www.atc2015.org for local hotels and booking information.

PETS AND SERVICE ANIMALS 
Pets are not allowed at the biennial. Service animals that are under suitable control and compliant with 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) for title II (State and local government services) and title III (public 
accommodations and commercial facilities) are welcome. 

MEALS
Meals are provided on campus at the Allen Dining Hall. Attendees are encouraged to order meals when 
registering. Trail lunches should be pre-ordered via the registration process. Each activity indicates its 
estimated total time away from the campus in its description, so you can determine if you will return in 
time for dinner. However we cannot be responsible for unforeseen problems and late returns to campus. 
Winchester has a wide variety of restaurants both near campus and at the Old Town Walking Mall, a 
short distance from campus. The Biennial Steering Committee has made arrangements with some local 
restaurants for discounted meals. This information is provided at check in. 

ENTERTAINMENT
Entertainment and informative presentations are provided each night of the conference, including a 
musical performance to open the ATC Business Meeting on Saturday night. Entertainment is included 
with the registration fee and attendees must wear the lanyard provided to get into the entertainment 
at no charge. The entertainment is open to the general public and those without a conference lanyard 
for $10.00 per performance. Winchester provides a wide variety of other entertainment options. A large 
movie complex is within walking distance of the campus. The campus has summer theatre performing 
on campus during the conference, and the Old Town Walking Mall has many venues for music and other 
entertainment. 

ALCOHOL AND SMOKING
Alcohol is not permitted in any public area of the University. Several of the conference receptions provide 
beer and wine. Alcohol is permitted in the rooms of the residence hall for attendees over the age of 21. 
Smoking is not permitted on campus. 

ATTENDEES UNDER 18
Families are welcome and encouraged at “Hiking Through History”. Many activities are planned with 
families in mind. Anyone under the age of 18 must be accompanied by an adult or guardian for all 
activities. 

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
Many hikes, workshops and special events are appropriate for families with both small children and 
teenagers. Check the descriptions for hikes, workshops and special events for age limits. Shenandoah 
University adjoins Jim Barnett Park which offers miniature golf, hiking and biking trails, fishing, tennis, 
and indoor and outdoor pools. Winchester also has the Shenandoah Valley Discovery Museum with 
displays and activities for all ages. 

EXHIBITS 
Beginning at 1:00 PM on Friday, July 17th until Sunday, July 19th, at 12:00 PM, ATC, PATC, MCM and 
many other trail clubs from all up and down the A.T., will host exhibits in the registration area located 
in the Shingleton Gymnasium. Representatives from local tourism bureaus, state and national parks, 
local outfitters, as well as companies and organizations involved with the Appalachian Trail or outdoor 
recreation in general, will be on hand to provide valuable information, services, and products. The hours 
for lunch have been extended, so that you will have more time to discover all the amazing things in the 
exhibit hall. And, if you bring your children, be sure to visit the special Leave No Trace (LNT) Youth Activi-
ties Center located in the Exhibit Hall. 

RAFFLE 
Raffle tickets can be purchased in the Exhibit Hall from Friday afternoon until noon on Sunday. The raffle 
will take place on Sunday evening during the ALDHA Reception. Items to be raffled off include a wine 
tasting at Bluemont Vineyards, a backpack from L.L. Bean, and certificates for free raft, tubing and zip 
line trips from River Riders.

OPENING RECEPTION
All registered attendees are invited to an opening reception on Friday evening, July 17th in the Brandt 
Student Center from 7:30 PM to 9:00 PM. Catch up with old friends, meet new friends, and watch a 
special screening of The Appalachian Trail – An American Legacy. You do not need to be present to win.

ATC BENTON MACKAYE & LIFE MEMBER DINNER  
The Appalachian Trail Conservancy hosts this “invitation-only” dinner in the Brandt Student Center on 
Saturday, July 18th, from 5:30 PM to 7:30 PM.

EVENING  
PROGRAMS
FRIDAY, JULY 17
7:30 PM – 9:00 PM – Opening Reception

SATURDAY, JULY 18 
7:30 PM – Music: Madeline MacNeil
8:00 PM – ATC Business Meeting

SUNDAY, JULY 19
8:00 PM – Comedy: “An Evening with  
George Burns” – Alan DeValerio 

MONDAY, JULY 20 
8:00 PM – Music: Gary Smallwood Band –  
Classic and Country Rock and Blues  

8:00 PM – Presentation: “AT <60 –  
An Unsupported Thru-Hike in Record Time”  
 – Mathew Kirk

8:00 PM – Presentation: “Pulaskis, Relos, and 
Hobnail Boots – A Pictorial History of Virginia’s 
Appalachian Trail” – Leonard Adkins

TUESDAY, JULY 21
8:00 PM – Music: Drymill Road – Bluegrass 
 
8:00 PM – Presentation: “Best Foot Forward”  
 – Scotty “One Leg” Rogers

8:00 PM – Presentation: “The Gaucho Way – 
Exploring Wild and Remote Patagonia, Chile”  
 – Tammy McCorkle

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22
8:00 PM – Music: Wall and Frye – Classic Rock/
Country/Folk 

8:00 PM – Film: “The Ends of the Earth –  
Alaska’s Wild Peninsula” – John Grabowska 

THURSDAY, JULY 23
8:00 PM – Music: Trilogy – Top 40 Tunes from 
the 60’s to the Present 

8:00 PM – Presentation:  
 “Raptors of the Shenandoah  
 Valley” – Kent Knowles
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ALDHA LONG DISTANCE HIKERS RECEPTION
The Appalachian Long Distance Hikers Association hosts a reception on Sunday, July 19th in the Brandt Student Center from 6:00 PM to 7:30 PM. Please 
register for this event.

BIENNIAL T-SHIRTS
A commemorative t-shirt is available and sizes guaranteed for pre-registered attendees. The biennial shirt is 100% microfiber polyester, lightweight, moisture 
wicking, and antimicrobial (sizes S – XXL, no children sizes). If ordered during pre-registration, the cost is $20 each ($3.00 extra for XXL). T-shirts are available 
for purchase at the conference for $25 each. A complimentary “Volunteer” t-shirt will be given to all event volunteers. You can volunteer by filling out the 
volunteer form posted on www.atc2015.org and sending it in as soon as possible.

DISCLAIMER
Everyone is responsible for their own safety and must assume the risks and liabilities. ATC, PATC, MCM, and Shenandoah University officers and representa-
tives and other volunteers shall not be held liable for any injury, loss or damage to persons or property arising from any conference activity. Some activities 
require additional vendor waivers which must be signed before participating in that activity. Activities may be cancelled due to low enrollment, lack of drivers, 
bad weather, etc.

PARK PASSES
Many of our hikes and excursions take place in National and State parks. If you have a National Park Pass or State Park Pass (VA, WV, MD, PA), please remem-
ber to bring it. If you need a National Park Pass, one can be purchased at the Shenandoah National Park desk in the registration hall.

DRIVERS FOR ACTIVITES
Over 150 carpool drivers are needed each day for activities we offer. Please consider being a carpool driver. If you are available to drive, indicate this on the 
registration form. Departure areas for these activities are located in a common area for better organization and efficiency. An activity may be cancelled due to 
lack of drivers. Many activities go to places with limited parking and/or over gravel roads. Carpooling increases efficiency and reduces carbon footprint. We 
request that each passenger compensate their driver $0.10 cents per mile (rounded to the nearest dollar) for gas plus a share of entrance and parking fees 
(estimated amounts are provided with Hikes, Excursions and Special Activities). 

FIRST AID AND MEDICATIONS
Everyone is responsible for their own safety and first aid needs. Carry your supplies, including your medicines, sunscreen and bug spray. Activity leaders are 
not authorized to dispense or provide medicines. If you have a medical condition, advise your activity leader of that condition prior to leaving campus. Many 
activities require strenuous exercise over rugged terrain. Do not underestimate the difficulty of mountains and the effects of hot, humid weather. Dehydration 
is a serious hazard causing fatigue, nausea, dizziness, and leg cramps which may result in a bad fall. Drink water before starting. Sip water often when you 
are outdoors; at least 16 oz. or ½ qt. (0.5 L) each hour is recommended.

PROPER CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR
All hikes and most excursions are outside. The weather in the Mid-Atlantic States is often hot and humid during this time of year. Storms can occur any time 
of day but are prevalent in the afternoon. Proper clothing and footwear are required for all guided activities. See specific footwear requirements for activities. 

ACTIVITY LEADERS
Activity Leaders have the authority to turn away attendees who are not adequately prepared.

REGISTRATION
You must register for “Hiking Through History” to participate in this event. Registration starts April 15, 2015 online at www.atc2015.org or by mail with the 
attached form. Early registration is encouraged as all hikes, excursions, workshops, and special events have size limits and many fill up within the first few 
weeks. Registration costs increase June 1, 2015. The event is open to all. However, if you or a family member is not a member of either the Appalachian Trail 
Conservancy or an Appalachian Trail maintaining club, a $40 membership fee will be charged. Participants may choose to join the Appalachian Trail Conser-
vancy, Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, or Mountain Club of Maryland. 

CHECK IN AND ON-SITE REGISTRATION 
Check in and on-site registration begins at 1:00 PM, Friday, July 17th in the Shenandoah University, Shingleton Gym, in Winchester, Virginia. Registration will 
continue until the end of the conference. 

REGISTRATION HOURS AND LOCATIONS

DAY Times Location

Friday July 17th 1:00 PM to 10:00 PM Shingleton Gym

Saturday July 18th 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Shingleton Gym

Sunday July 19th 8:00 AM to Noon Shingleton Gym

Sunday July 19th Noon to 6:00 PM Brandt Student Center, Room #118

Monday July 20th through 
Thursday July 23rd

8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Brandt Student Center, Room #118

Friday July 24 (Final Check out) 8:00 AM to Noon Brandt Student Center, Room #118

KIOSKS 
Our General Information kiosk is located in the lobby of the Brandt Student Center.  
Need a ride? Interested in an activity not listed in the program? Want a hiking partner Friday? Looking for a friend? Post it here. Our Activities kiosk is located 
near the Hikes Information and Excursions tables. Changes and cancellations to hikes and events will be posted.
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REGISTRATION FORM
You are encouraged to register on-line (www.atc2015.org). If mailing registration forms, complete a separate form for each adult and child. Make 
copies (both sides) as needed. Please print neatly or type. Note that all costs are per person. Forms received after July 1 will not receive a written confirmation. 
Online registration ends at midnight July 1, 2015. 

LODGING NOTE: ROOM PRICES ARE PER PERSON. TENTING AND RV ARE PER SITE.

Fri.  
7/17

Sat.  
7/18

Sun.  
7/19

Mon.  
7/20

Tues.  
7/21

Wed. 
 7/22

Thurs.  
7/23

Cost per person per 
night Total

Single Room $60 $

Double Room $35 $

Fri.  
7/17

Sat.  
7/18

Sun.  
7/19

Mon.  
7/20

Tues.  
7/21

Wed. 
 7/22

Thurs.  
7/23

Cost per day  
per site Total

Tenting (10 ft. x 10 ft.) $15 $

Tenting (15 ft. x 20 ft.) $20 $

RV (≤ 15 ft.) $15 $

RV (> 15 ft.) $20 $

Lodging Total $

Room-mate request: (for double rooms only)
   q No on-campus lodging required.

Special Notes: 

Notes: Child 12 and under, no bed or tent site required. Linen service, refrigerators and microwaves are not provided.

MEALS AND RECEPTION

Fri.  
7/17

Sat.  
7/18

Sun.  
7/19

Mon.  
7/20

Tues.  
7/21

Wed. 
 7/22

Thurs.  
7/23

Fri.  
7/24

Cost per meal per 
person, Adult/Child 

under 12
Total

ALHDA 
Reception

Free Free

Breakfast $7 / $5.50 $

Lunch $12 / $5.50 $

Trail Lunch $12 / $5.50 $

Dinner $15 / $5.50 $

Meals Total $

Specialty Dietary Requests:   q Vegetarian    q Vegan    q Gluten Free

WORKSHOPS, SPECIAL ACTIVITIES, HIKES, EXCURSIONS, AND PRESENTATIONS
Enter the appropriate activity code in the box. If registering for a hike, excursion, or special activity, and are willing to drive, please note how many passengers 
you can take _____ and place a “D” next to the activity code (s) below. Register for the evening presentations so we can assign appropriate rooms. 

Name _________________________________________________________ 

Address _______________________________________________________ 

City ___________________________________________________________

State  _________________  Zip __________ Country _________________

Telephone (day)  ________________________________________________

(cell) ________________________(emergency) ________________________

E-mail address _________________________________________________

q Male q Female Age ____________________________ 

Please indicate the information you want on your name tag.

Name _________________________________________________________

Affiliation _____________________________________________________

q Please check here if wheel chair access is required. Please describe 
any physical or medical conditions that will require special accommo-
dations (for example, a ground floor room).
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

WORKSHOPS  
(ENTER WORKSHOP CODE)

Sat.  
7/18

Sun.  
7/19

Mon.  
7/20

8:00 AM

9:45 AM

1:45 PM

3:30 PM

7:30 PM

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES Sat. 
7/18

Sun. 
7/19

Mon. 
7/20

Tues. 
7/21

Wed. 
7/22

Thurs. 
7/23

Code:

Code:

Code:

Code:

Fee, if required $ $ $ $ $ $

Total $



HIKES Sat. 
7/18

Sun. 
7/19

Mon. 
7/20

Tues. 
7/21

Wed. 
7/22

Thurs. 
7/23

First Choice:

Second Choice:

Fee, if required $ $ $ $ $ $

Total $

EXCURSIONS Sat. 
7/18

Sun. 
7/19

Mon. 
7/20

Tues. 
7/21

Wed. 
7/22

Thurs. 
7/23

Code:

Code:

Fee, if required $ $ $ $ $ $

Total $

PRESENTATIONS Mon. 
7/20

Tue. 
7/21

“AT<60” – An Unsupported Thru-
Hike in Record Time” 
Matthew Kirk 

“Pulaskis, Relos, and Hobnail Boots: 
A Pictorial History of Virginia’s  
Appalachian Trail” Leonard Adkins

“Best Foot Forward”
Scott “One Leg” Rogers

“The Gaucho Way - Exploring Wild  
& Remote Patagonia, Chile”
Tammy McCorkle

RELEASE FORM 
Participation in ATC’s 2015 Biennial Conference is voluntary. In consideration of permitting me to participate in these activities, and fully recognizing that 
these activities are potentially hazardous, by registering, I for myself and for anyone entitled to act on my behalf, hereby waive and release all claims or 
liabilities of any kind against the Appalachian Trail Conservancy, its affiliated clubs and members coordinating this conference, Shenandoah University, and 
the activity leaders, their representatives and successors, for any personal injury, death or property damage arising out of or in any way connected with such 
activities, including without limitation any acts or omissions caused in whole or part by negligence. This applies to activities both on and off campus.

Signed: _________________________________________   Date: _________________

If registrant is under 18 years of age, parent or guardian must indicate their consent to the release by signing below. 

Signed: _________________________________________  Date: ___________________

COSTS
Enter costs below for lodging, meals, and activities. A credit card may be used to pay for registrations. If mailing registration forms, one check or money order 
may be used to pay for more than one registration, but please send the individual forms and checks together.

REGISTRATION
Registrations postmarked  

by May 31, 2015
Registrations postmarked  

June 1, 2015 & later
Total

Adult Age 13 to 25 12 & Under Adult Age 13 to 25 12 & Under $

Full Registration $110 $55 FREE $125 $60 FREE $

Single Day Registration 
Date:

$55 $30 FREE $65 $35 FREE $

Lodging Total (from above) $

Meals Total (from above) $

Activities Total (from above) $

T-shirts (indicate numbers/sizes): ______ S  ______ M  ______ L  ______ XL  ______ XXL (Each $20; $23 XXL) $

Non-member fee $40 (for individuals who are not members of either ATC or an affiliated trail-maintaining club).  
Select club: ______ Appalachian Trail Conservancy, ______ Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, ______ Mountain Club of Maryland

GRAND TOTAL $

Make check or money order payable to ATC and mail to ATC 2015 Biennial, P.O. Box 807, Harpers Ferry, West Virginia, 25425.

If paying by credit card:  q Amex  q Visa  q Discover  q Mastercard     Card Number: ________________________  Expiration Date: ______/______

Total Amount: _____________________________  Signature:  _________________________________________________________________________________

REFUND POLICY
Cancellations and request for refunds must be made in writing. Cancellation requests received before May 31, 2015 will be refunded in full less a $10.00 
handling fee.

PLEASE REGISTER AT WWW.ATC2015.ORG OR MAIL THIS FORM AND PAYMENT TO
Appalachian Trail Conservancy | PO Box 807 | 799 Washington Street | Harpers Ferry WV 25425 

http://www.atc2015.org


GUIDED HIKES 
 TABLE LEGEND
 
Unique hike number (01-82) 
 
Hike Name, Time, Cost, Description, 
Theme Hike Leader (if applicable)  
Each hike notes estimated total time from 
campus back to campus. For after-hike 
restaurant or winery add at least 1 hour. Of 
course we cannot be responsible for unfore-
seen problems and late returns to campus. 
Description includes requirements and 
difficulty and amount each hiker should pay 
driver for gas. Hikes 24 and 39 use a rented 
van; cost paid when registering. Parking & 
entrance fees are not included and should 
be shared by all if applicable. 
 
Hike Miles 
 
Ascent (in feet)  
 
Drive time To Trailhead (TH)  
Estimated 1 way Google map driving time 
(not miles) from campus (plus shuttle if  
applicable) to trailhead. 
 
Date/Time  
H=hike; 1st 2 digits=departure date; last 2 
digits=hike #; 2nd line #=departure time.   

Example 
H1809 830 = Hike #09 leaves Saturday,  
July 18th at 8:30 AM – arrive at departure 
area by 8:10 AM. 

HIKES (Hikes2015@patc.net)

Our rich history meets our natural beauty in 70 
carefully selected, unique guided hikes. We offer 
these hikes 1 to 4 times. That’s 180 hiking oppor-
tunities during 6 days; up to 50 more opportunities 
than the last 6 conferences. In addition to amazing 
scenic areas, we offer 50 nature, 70 history, 15 
photography theme hikes plus 5 sunset hikes. Seri-
ously fit and agile hikers can bushwhack (hike #34) 
through a hand-dug iron pit and other civil war 
areas. Our PATC Maps Chair offers a great teach-
ing experience (hike #27) using your GPS with a 
PATC map and/or PATC iPhone app.  Many hikes 
showcase the Civil War, Revolutionary War, CCC 
construction and/or WWII POW camp sites.

Trails may have berries to munch along the way. 
Thirty hikes include a swim, restaurant, winery 
or brewery. Many other driving directions may 
include an ice cream stop, restaurant, winery, and/
or brewery as you head back to campus. July is 
traditionally hot and humid in the mid-Atlantic so 
we start 30 minutes earlier than past conferences. 
At least 3 hikes each day are scheduled at 11:00 
AM so participants may first attend a workshop. 
Facebook “AT Conservancy Biennial Conference” 
describes many of these hikes with pictures and 
links. Check periodically for updates especially be-
fore you register as we continue to recruit theme 
hike leaders. 

Family hiking specialists helped us find 30 hikes 
suitable for most families that are 5 miles or less 
plus 115 hikes suitable for most children 8 years 
and older that are 9 miles or less. You are best 
qualified to find the right hike for your children 
based on their experience, temperament and 
fitness. We are available to help at the event or 
Hikes2015@patc.net. 

Hikers often overestimate their ability at these 
conferences. If you have never hiked 6 days in a 
row or if you have never hiked in this area, it is 
better to start with a slower-paced, fairly level hike 
under 5 miles. Your first couple of hikes should be 
ones you know you can finish and ones you know 
you’ll enjoy as you learn about history, nature or 
photography. Work your way up to more chal-
lenging hikes as you learn the terrain and hiking 
conditions.

The terms easy, moderate and strenuous are 
intentionally omitted. Instead we include informa-
tion about length, elevation changes, steep climbs, 
rockiness, tree roots and other trail challenges. 
Carefully read descriptions. The same hike on dif-
ferent days may be a different experience due to 
temperature, humidity, slippery rocks, mud from a 
rainstorm, dinner last night etc. Our web version 
may have more information about the hike and 
the area. We want you to enjoy your experience, 
so please email Hikes2015@patc.net with ques-
tions. Most hikers register within 2 weeks after 
registration opens. While we have an enormous 
number of slots available, hikes have limits and 
popular hikes fill up quickly.

TRAIL MAPS & GUIDEBOOKS
PATC GPS Rangers surveyed each hike using 
consistent protocols. PATC Maps Chair, Brian Gou-
dreau, used their protocols, wheeled trail guide-
book mileage and other information to estimate 

hike miles and elevation gain (ascent in feet). We 
encourage you to use elevation profiles found at 
www.patc.net/2015hikes as another guide when 
selecting your hikes. Trail maps of each hike may 
be purchased individually or as a set at the confer-
ence. One side of these waterproof 8.5 in. x 11 in. 
maps depicts your marked route, elevation profile 
and history along the way. The other side includes 
a hike description, pictures, trail directions and GPS 
trailhead coordinates. Our renowned trail maps 
and guidebooks are also for sale at the conference 
or www.patc.net.

NON A.T. SECTION HIKES
01-49 offer over 100 hikes. Past evaluations rec-
ommended primarily less challenging hikes and our 
program reflects this recommendation. All of these 
hikes are 9 miles or less; 50% are 5 miles or less. 
Generally these hikes are listed from easier to more 
challenging, however, an easy hike for one person 
may be difficult for another. Nearly all these hikes 
have theme leaders. Read descriptions, ask ques-
tions. The % of trail mileage on the A.T. precedes 
the title if applicable.

A.T. SECTION HIKES 
Over 70 hikes cover 170 miles north from Hawks-
bill, the highest elevation in VA’s Shenandoah 
National Park, past the Mason-Dixon Line to A.T.’s 
½ way point and the A.T. Museum in PA. Descrip-
tions cover the NB route (from south to north).   
 
We offer 3 skill levels: 
•	 50-59: Slower hikers set the pace. Hike lead-

ers, with history, nature and/or photography 
experience, stop along the way to point out 
interesting discoveries. Options to complete 
an A.T. section in 6 days: 50-55; 51-56 or 
54-59.

•	 60-69: Faster hikes; same as 50-59 without 
“theme” hike leaders at a bit faster pace, less 
breaks.

•	 70-82: RESTRICTED very fast-paced hikes for 
fit, experienced long distance hikers. Descrip-
tions may not include difficulty as they are all 
long, difficult hikes. Options to complete an 
A.T. section in 6 days: 70-75, 71-76, 72-77  
or 77-82.

NO SHOW POLICY 
Hikers must cancel 24 hours before a hike or risk 
removal from future hike lists so waitlisted hikers 
may join.  

HIKE LEADERS HAVE FINAL HIKER  
APPROVAL. THEY MAY CHOOSE NOT 
TO ALLOW YOU ON THEIR HIKE IF YOU 
ARRIVE LATE.
 
HIKES DESK 
Everyone should stop by our desk after register-
ing to reconfirm their hikes. Friday we open 1:00 
PM-10:00 PM; Saturday through Thursday 9:00 
AM-6:00 PM. From 6:30 AM-8:30 AM Saturday 
through Thursday all volunteers are at the Hikes 
Departure Area if you have questions or need 
to change hikes. Hikes and many leaders were 
selected over a year ago and changes do occur  
(i.e., hikes cancelled due to low registration, lead-
ers added/cancelled, waterless swimming hole, 
bad weather). If you’re not interested in group 
hikes, we have trail maps, guidebooks and other 
information and can help you plan your own hike.  

PHOTO BY: JENNIFER CHAMBERS
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SOLO DRIVERS
Obtain driving directions and flagging tape from 
the Hikes Desk for guided hikes at least 24 hours 
before driving solo to any hike. Some guided hike 
descriptions note solo drivers are not allowed 
(limited trailhead parking). Other hikes may 
include options to take advantage of after hikes. 
The Departure Area does not allow solo drivers 
unless they have both flagging tape & driving 
directions. 

KEY SWAP DRIVERS
Many A.T. Section Hikes are key swaps. Please 
consider driving and bring an extra set of car keys.

HIKES DEPARTURE AREA
Hikes depart promptly! Your responsibility is to ar-
rive properly equipped at least 20 minutes before 
the hike leaves. In those short 20 minutes your 
hike leader checks in 18 hikers, assesses their 
skills, answer questions and forms carpools.  

EACH DAY 150 DRIVERS ARE NEEDED. 
PLEASE CONSIDER DRIVING A CAR-
POOL. 

The following may help you find a particular area, 
theme, trail, guidebook etc. One hike may be 
noted multiple times.

•	 Civil War Areas: 01 03 04 06 10 21 22 23 30 33 34 35 36 41 46 50 51  
 52 53 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 66 67 68 69 70 73 74 75 76 77 78 79  
 80 81 
•	 Family (see 3rd paragraph previous page): 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 10  
 12 13 15 16 19 
•	 Family 8+ (see 3rd paragraph previous page): 09 11 14 17 18 20 21 22  
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45  
 46 47 48 49 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

National Battlefields, Forest, Parks, Trails 
•	 Antietam	National	Battlefield	Park:	30 
•	 CCBGNHP	Cedar	Creek	&	Belle	Grove	National	Historical	Park:	03	06 
•	 C&O	CNHP	Chesapeake	&	Ohio	Canal	National	Historical	Park:	19	34 
•	 GET	Great	Eastern	Trail:	09	17	19	25	29	37 
•	 GWNF	George	Washington	National	Forest:	11	13	17	18	31	37	38	40	 
 41 45 46 
•	 HFNHP	Harpers	Ferry	National	Historical	Park:	04	21	33	36	56	66	76	77 
•	 Manassas	National	Battlefield	Park:	23 
•	 PHNST	Potomac	Heritage	National	Scenic	Trail:	22 
•	 SNP	Shenandoah	National	Park:	05	07	08	14	16	20	24	32	39	43	44	47		
 48 49 70 71 72

State, Regional Battlefields, Forest, Parks, Wildlife Management Areas 
•	 Balls	Bluff	Battlefield	Regional	Park	VA:	22 
•	 Blue	Ridge	Center	for	Environmental	Stewardship	VA:	26 
•	 Caledonia	State	Park	PA:	81 
•	 Cool	Springs	Battlefield	part	of	Shenandoah	University	VA:	10 
•	 GRTWMA	G	R	Thompson	Wildlife	Management	Area	VA:	27	51	61	73	74 
•	 GSP	Gathland	State	Park	MD:	57	58	67	68	78 
•	 Michaux	State	Forest	PA:	81 
•	 Pen	Mar	County	Park	PA:	79 
•	 PGFSP	Pine	Grove	Furnace	State	Park	PA:	82 
•	 SCWM	Sleepy	Creek	Wildlife	Management	Area	WV:	25	29 
•	 SMSP	Sky	Meadows	State	Park	VA:	08	28	35	51	61	74 
•	 SMSP	South	Mountain	State	Park	MD:	56	57	58	66	67	68	77	78	79 
•	 SPHP	Spruce	Pine	Hollow	Park	WV:	25 
•	 SRSP	Shenandoah	River	State	Park	VA:	12	42 
•	 WMSP	Washington	Monument	State	Park	MD:	58	59	68	69	78

State Hikes 
•	 MD	-	Maryland:	04	19	21	30	33	34	55	56	57	58	59	65	66	67	68	69	76		
 77 78 79 
•	 PA	-	Pennsylvania:	79	80	81	82 
•	 VA	-	Virginia:	01	02	03	05	06	07	08	09	10	11	12	13	14	15	16	17	18	20		
 22 23 24 26 27 28 29 31 32 35 36 37 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48  
 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 60 61 62 63 64 66 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 
•	 WV	-	West	Virginia:	04	21	25	29	33	34	36	37	38	54	55	65	66	75	76	77

Maps which include these and many other hiking trails
•	 Map 2-3: 81 82
•	 Map	4:	79	80	81	
•	 Map	5	6:	34	56	57	58	59	66	67	68	69	77	78	79
•	 Map	7:	04	10	21	26	33	36	53	54	55	56	63	64	65	66	75	76	77
•	 Map	8:	08	15	27	28	35	50	51	52	53	60	61	62	63	73	74	75	
•	 Map	9:	05	07	14	16	20	32	43	44	47	71	72	43
•	 Map	10:	24	32	39	48	49	70
•	 Map	F:		17	37	38
•	 Map	G:	03	06	11	12	13	18	31	41	42	45	46
•	 Map	H:	40	
•	 Map	L:	09	25	29

Smart Phone Apps 
•	 PATC	MD-NoVA-WV	iPhone	(PATC	Maps	5,	6,	7,	8):	05	07	14	16	20	24		
 32 39 43 44 47 48 49 70 71 72 73 
•	 PATC	Shenandoah	iPhone	and	Android	(PATC	Maps	9,	10,	11):	01	04	08		
 10 15 21 26 27 28 33 34 35 36 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61  
 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 73 74 75 76 77 78 79

Trail Guidebooks with these and/or similar hikes 
•	 Appalachian Trail Guide - MD & NVA: 01 04 08 10 15 21 26 27 28 33 34  
 35 36 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69  
 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 
•	 Appalachian Trail Guide - SNP + side trails: 05 07 14 16 20 24 32 39 43  
 44 47 48 49 70 71 72 73 
•	 Appalachian Trail Guide - Pennsylvania: 79 80 81 82 
•	 Circuit Hikes in SNP: 05 14 20 24 32 39 43 44 47 48 49 
•	 Circuit Hikes in VA WV MD PA: 08 09 17 18 20 21 23 25 29 33 35  
 37 38 40 46 
•	 Easy Hikes on the AT in SNP: 16 
•	 Guide to the Great North Mountain Trails: 17 37 38 
•	 Guide to Massanutten Mountain Hiking Trails: 11 13 18 31 40 41 45 46 
•	 Hikes in the Washington Region Part A: Montgomery, Frederick & Wash 
 ington Counties: 30 
•	 Hikes in the Washington Region Part B: Northern Virginia: 02 08 12 22  
 23 26 35 42 
•	 Hikes in Western MD: 19 21 33
•	 Hikes	to	Peaks	&	Vistas	in	SNP:	14	24
•	 Short	Hikes	in	SNP:	20	24	43
•	 The	Tuscarora	Trail	-	south	half:	05	09	13	25	29	31	41	45	46	47

THEME HIKES
Saturday 
H18XX

Sunday
H19XX

Monday 
H20XX

Tuesday 
H21XX

Wednesday 
H22XX

Thursday 
H23XX

After-hike Restaurant  37 28 32 22  42 18 

After-hike Winery 27 15 26 33 08 44 

History
01 09 16 23 28 39 

41 46 53 57 58
10 17 22 28 

34 48 52

01 04 08 20 25 26 
28 30 32 36 38 43 

44 54 55

03 12 13 22 23 24 
26 33 36 37 50 56

03 10 12 19 23 32 
39 40 48 49 51

04 07 20 28 
30 41 54 55

Nature
01 06 13 15 16 20 

37 39 41 53 57
02 10 14 20 31 
40 43 46 48 52

01 05 06 14 
 15 26 32 55

07 12 26 35 
43 45 50

10 12 14 16 23 35 
39 48 51 59

07 09 14 16 
17 20 44 54

Photography 41 57 58 11 40 52 57 38 54 37 50 56 11 23 33 54 55

Sunset 01 11 01 03 11 None

Swim 13 41 45 46 31 40 46 05 38 49 13 45 47 05 40 49 38 41 47
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HIKE  
# HIKE TITLE, ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME, DRIVING COST, DESCRIPTION Hike

Miles

Ascent
in 

Feet

1 Way
Drive

Sat
7/18

Sun
7/19

Mon
7/20

Tue
7/21

Wed
7/22

Thur
7/23

Non A.T. Section Hikes

01

Bears Den, 3 hr, $4 per hiker, Headlamp Required All skill levels Dana (Bears Den Manager) and 
John Baxter show you an A.T. hostel. Buy some Ben and Jerry's ice cream for your short nature 
hike to photograph and admire a spectacular sunset at massive quartzite Bears Den Rocks with 
expansive views of Shenandoah Valley.  Overlook was used by both union and confederate 
armies with a clear view of Signal Knob (hike #46).

0.7 300 25 
min

H1801 
1800  H2001 

1800    

02

Virginia Arboretum, 2 hr, $2 per hiker. All skill levels. VA Native Plant Society Piedmont Chap-
ter President Sally Anderson points out plants that existed prior to the European settlers arriving 
in the 1600s. Blandy Experimental Farm, a 700-acre UVA Environmental Science research facility, 
displays over 8,000 trees and woody shrubs, 300 herbs, and much more for those who’d like to 
linger afterward. www.blandy.Virginia.edu/.

1.0 100 15 
min  

H1902 
830

H1902
1100

    

03

Cedar Creek Battle CCBGNHP, 3 hr Tues., 4 hr Wed., $4 per hiker. Headlamp Required 
Tuesday. All skill levels. Meet Ranger at Visitor Contact Station for Shenandoah Valley’s history 
exhibits, then hike to 8th Vermont Monument (Wed.), and 128th New York Infantry Monument 
along interpretive entrenchment trail into Belle Grove field. No solo drivers. 

2.5 300 15 
min    H2103 

1830
H2203 

830  

04

Civil War to Civil Rights HFNHP, 4 hr, $6 per hiker. Fairly level terrain to great Shenandoah 
River view, John Brown's Raid, Civil War battles and Niagara movement historical site, a pioneer 
in Civil Rights history. Ranger David Fox Monday Mike Gingerich, Sierra Club, Thursday both 
history Optional time for touring Harpers Ferry, its many museums and ATC headquarters.

2.3 400 40 
min   H2004 

1100   H2304 
1100

05 Overall Run Pools SNP, 5 hr, $6 per hiker. Fairly level hike to enjoy one of SNP's popular swim-
ming holes with mini slides. Ranger Mara Meisel Monday nature. No solo drivers. 2.1 500 45 

min   H2005 
830  H2205 

1100  

06

Panther Cave CCBGNHP, 3 hr, $4 per hiker. Saunter along limestone region’s diverse and 
unique plant life, pointed out by VA Native Plant Society Piedmont Chapter President Sally 
Anderson, toward beautiful views from the bluffs overlooking Cedar Creek, limestone outcrops 
and small caves. No solo drivers.

2.1 400 15 
min

H1806 
1100  H2006 

1100    

07
Dickey Ridge SNP, 4 hr, $4 per hiker. Fairly level, pleasant stroll for all ages beside a small 
stream. After-hike option to Dickey Ridge Visitor Center and breathtaking view. Ranger Mara 
Meisel Tuesday nature; Sonja Carlborg Thursday history.

2.6 500 30 
min

H1807 
1100   H2107 

1100  H2307 
1100

08

Sky Meadows State Park, 4 hr, $4 per hiker. Fairly level trails to step back in time as it may 
have looked to English settlers heading west. One begins to understand the development and 
significance of agriculture in early American history. See what settlers left behind - stone walls 
and dwellings that provided shelter and sustenance for generations to come. Winery stop after 
hike Wednesday. Optional tour of historic farm, Civil War era buildings and videos. Ranger Lloyd 
Reitnauer Monday history.

2.7 700 25 
min   H2008 

1100  H2208 
1100  

09

Basore's Ridge, 4 hr, $5 per hiker. Fit kids enjoy climbing 11 stiles passing through private 
lowland forests and farmland. Learn about one of PATC's finest shelters and dip your toes in 
Brush Creek with Trail Overseer Jason Raineville Saturday history; Retired GWNF Ranger Tyler 
Williamson Thursday nature.

2.4 500 40 
min

H1809 
830     H2309 

1100

10

Cool Spring Battle, 4 hr, $4 per hiker. Mostly paved with uneven trail near beautiful cascades. 
Hotly contested Civil War engagement demonstrating division-sized commands; hallmark of 
later Shenandoah Valley operations. Interpretive signs. After-hike option to explore 195 acres 
along the Shenandoah River with over 5 miles of paved trails for walking, running and biking. 
www.civilwar.org/battlefields/cool-spring.html Gene Lewis Cool Spring Site Manager history, 
nature.

3.0 500 25 
min  H1910  

800   H2210  
830  

11
Buzzard Rock GWNF, 4 hr, $5 per hiker. Headlamp Required. Most difficult sunset hike, rocky, 
sometimes steep; not for young children. Great payoff with spectacular vistas to the north and 
west. Photographers Vince Ferrari and Stan Turk help you capture sunset pictures.

3.4 1,000 30 
min  H1911  

1800   H2211 
1800  

12

Culler's Overlook SRSP, 5 hr, $6 per hiker. Relatively level terrain. Lunch, check out Visitor 
Center, then join Ranger Jennifer Saik, Education Specialist historian naturalist along many 
trails and ecological environments. Enjoy a gentle climb up a wooded trail, cross a ravine on a 
wooden bridge to Shenandoah River scenic views. After-hike option to enjoy their 1,600 acre 
park along shoreline. No solo drivers.

2.8 800 40 
min    H2112 

1100
H2212 
1100  

13

Bear Wallow GWNP, 6 hr, $6 per hiker. Climb Bear Wallow Spur Trail to the Tuscarora Trail, 
keeping your eyes open for wallowing bears. Follow the Tuscarora Trail, avoiding marauding 
Tuscaroras, to the Sidewinder Trail, also avoiding sidewinders. Along the way, Saturday Richard 
Stromberg, VA Native Plant Society, concentrates on finding flowers and veers off to a little peat 
bog to see some unusual plants such as Tassel Rue and Yellow Fringed Orchids. Tuesday Rick 
Rhoades, PATC's District Manager provides history. Passage Creek swim after hike. 

3.3 800 35 
min

H1813 
830   H2113 

1100   

14

95% A.T. Compton Gap and Windham Rocks SNP, 5 hr, $6 per hiker. Fit kids and adults en-
joy pretending they're in Utah's slot canyons, scrambling, bouldering on Windham Rock. Steady 
ascent to views from Compton Peak before a finale to giant columnar basalt formations formed 
800 million years ago. Mark and Betty Gatewood Sunday nature; Ranger Sally Hulbert Monday 
geology; William Needham Wednesday fungi; Kit Sheffield Thursday ferns.

3.2 1,000 50 
min  H1914  

730
H2014  

800  H2214  
830

H2314  
1100

15

100% A.T. Hollow Brook, 5 hr, $4 per hiker. Enjoy a pleasant hike along the A.T. to lunch at 
Buzzard Hill's view. Optional crisscross of Hollow Brooks cascades as you return. Winery after 
hike Sunday. Jean Stephens Saturday and Monday nature; Jennifer Chambers author of Best 
Hikes with Kids, Washington DC Sunday. No solo drivers.

3.4 900 30 
min

H1815 
1100

H1915  
800

H2015  
800

H2115 
830  

16
100% A.T. Jenkins Gap to Hogwallow Flats SNP, 5 hr, $5 per hiker. Fairly level hike in young 
hardwood forest once grazing land and old apple orchard with SNP Ranger Saturday, Jean 
Stephens Wednesday, Mark and Betty Gatewood Thursday all nature.

3.4 1,000 40 
min

H1816  
830    H2216  

830
H2316  

830

17
Big Schloss GWNF, 6 hr, $8 per hiker. Fit kids and adults. Steep rocky ascent, numerous ridge 
views, impressive PATC bridge to sweeping vistas of surrounding mountains and valleys while 
straddling VA and WV. Mike Gingerich Sierra Club Sunday history; Gene Lewis Thursday nature.

4.4 1,200 50 
min  H1917  

1100    H2317  
830
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HIKE  
# HIKE TITLE, ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME, DRIVING COST, DESCRIPTION Hike

Miles
Ascent
in Feet

1 Way
Drive

Sat
7/18

Sun
7/19

Mon
7/20

Tue
7/21

Wed
7/22

Thur
7/23

18

Duncan Knob and Massanutten Storybook GWNF, 6 hr, $10 per hiker. Steady ascent 
rewards fit kids and adults with a large open rock fall scrambling up small rocks to house-sized 
boulders (difficult for some) toward Duncan Knob's summit and incredible 270 degree views. 
Stop by Massanutten Storybook paved interpretive .25 mile trail to learn about the Massanut-
ten Mountain Range and scenic overlook to the Blue Ridge Mountains as you exit GWNF. 
Restaurant after hike Thursday.

4.1 1,500 60 
min    H2118  

1100  H2318  
830

19

Paw Paw Tunnel C&O CNHP, 7 hr, $8 per hiker. Headlamp Required. Fairly steep climb up and 
over 3,100 ft. brick-lined tunnel built to avoid 6-mile bend in the Potomac River known as Paw 
Paw Bends. Return trip is along the Chesapeake and Ohio canal towpath thru Paw Paw tunnel. 
Mike Gingerich Sierra Club Wednesday history.

5.0 600 55 
min   H2019  

830  H2219  
830  

20

Fox Hollow and Snead Farm SNP, 6 hr, $5 per hiker. Mostly level circuit, good for kids, 
offers historic farm remains, including a fairly intact barn and cemetery, actively farmed prior 
to becoming part of a national park. Excellent views and delightful Visitor Center. Ranger Jake 
Hughes Saturday invasive plants; William Needham Sunday fungi; retired SNP Ranger Steve Bair 
Monday history; SNP Ranger Thursday history, nature.

5.0 1,300 40 
min

H1820  
830

H1920  
1100

H2020  
1100   H2320  

830

21 Overlook Cliff HFNHP, 6 hr, $6 per hiker. Shorter version of #33 allows you more time for 
touring Harpers Ferry, its many museums and ATC headquarters if you'd like. 4.8 1,400 40 

min  H1921   
830   H2221 

1100  

22

Balls Bluff Battle, 7 hr, $8 per hiker. Generally level terrain with several short somewhat steep 
ascents. Small but consequential and disastrous Union defeat in the 1st year of the Civil War. 
Lunch near 3rd smallest National Cemetery surrounded by interpretive signs. Restaurant after 
hike Tuesday. Ray Everet Sierra Club Leader history.

5.3 1,300 50 
min  H1922   

830  H2122   
800   

23

Manassas 1st Battle MNBP, 7 hr, $10 per hiker. Rolling plains with little elevation change. 
Follow 1861 Battle of 1st Manassas clashes. Pass cannons on fields overlooking Bull Run where 
heavy fighting swept away any notion of a quick war. Optional ranger-led Henry Hill museum 
tour, bookstore and film at the Visitor’s Center. Patrick Wamsley Saturday history; Mike Ging-
erich Sierra Club, Tuesday history; Russ Muter and Janis Stone Wednesday history, nature and 
photography.

5.5 500 50 
min

H1823  
730   H2123   

800
H2223  

830  

24

Rapidan Camp and Stony Man SNP, 10 hr. Gradual elevation change, slippery rocks possible. 
Shorter Rapidan Camp hike (out/back Mill Prong Tr see #39) & tour plus Stony Man short hike 
to 2nd highest peak with expansive views over Shenandoah Valley. May visit the Byrd Visitor 
Center's excellent museum. Former PATC President John Hedrick and retired SNP Ranger Steve 
Bair. No solo drivers. Pay $25 van transportation at registration.

5.3 1,400 105 
min

H2124
700

25

Devils Nose SCWMA SPHP, 8 hr, $11 per hiker. Some steep, challenging rocky switchback 
descents through SCWMA unique Devils Nose gorge, Hemlock and Rhododendron grove. 
PATC District Manager John Spies discusses major Tuscarora Trail relocation started in 2007, 
completed in 2011. Cross Meadow Branch stream via 2 foot bridges funded by WV DOT trails 
funds and constructed by PATC. Dip your toes in Meadow Branch stream as you finish at Spruce 
Pine Hollow Park which has a shelter, privy, picnic area.

5.4 1,200 80 
min   H2025   

730    

26

Blue Ridge Center for Environmental Stewardship, 7 hr, $7 per hiker. Potentially wet feet 
at 3 water crossings, some ascents along mainly level terrain which boasts beautiful trails, a 
delightful vista and lunch at a clear pond (no swimming). Winery stop after hike Monday  
www.blueridgecenter.org Manager Attila Agoston history nature.

5.8 900 40 
min   H2026   

830
H2126   

830   

27

95% A.T. Whiskey Hollow, 7 hr, $7 per hiker. Required: Handheld GPS and some knowledge 
its capabilities. Recommended: PATC Map 8, Edition 15, and PATC MD-NoVA-WV iPhone app 
(WiFi is required for download.) Join PATC Maps Chair Brian Goudreau for a “GPS and Map” 
theme hike. Learn UTM grid basics, then plot your current GPS coordinates on the map. Hike 
the A.T. across the 78° W longitude line, the boundary between UTM zones 17 and 18, to gain 
an appreciation of GPS/map compatibility. Use the waypoint navigation feature of your GPS 
device to find a waypoint recorded earlier in the day, then try out PATC’s map app to experience 
a new style of navigation. Discover how GPS surveying is conducted by PATC GPS Rangers and 
how their GPS data is used to update PATC maps. Winery after hike Saturday; ice cream after 
hike Sunday.

5.8 1,200 35 
min

H1827  
830

H1927   
830     

28

90% A.T. Old and New SMSP, 6 hr $3 per hiker. Join PATC Trail Overseers Gary and Sheryl 
Dufour for a look at A.T. and Sky Meadows State Park local history from Lord Fairfax to Ambas-
sador Whitehouse. Find out how this area can be viewed as a microcosm of the evolution of 
both Northern Virginia and the A.T. Enjoy Paris Overlook's breathtaking scenic views. Restaurant 
after hike Sunday. No solo drivers.

5.6 1,200 20 
min

H1828  
830

H1928   
800

H2028   
800   H2328  

800

29

Shockeys Knob SCWMA, 7 hr, $5 per hiker. Rocky steep trail beginning on current and 
former Tuscarora and Great Eastern Trails with optional (not for the faint of heart or those afraid 
of heights) short side trip to Mini-Knife’s Edge Trail with views well worth the effort. From here 
and Shockeys Knob later, you can see well into Virginia and the Blue Ridge Mountains, home to 
the trails that parallel the A.T. 

6.3 1,400 30 
min

H1829  
800  H2029   

830    

30

Antietam Battle, 9 hr, $8 per hiker. Mostly natural treeless surface paths touching farmland, 
woods, rolling hills. Bloodiest single day Civil War battle where 23,000 soldiers were killed, 
wounded or missing after 12 hours of savage combat September 17, 1862. Mike O’Connor 
Monday; Bob Goldberg Sierra Club Leader Thursday both history. 

7.5 800 50 
min   H2030   

800   H2330  
730

31

Veach Gap/Morgan's Road GWNF, 9 hr, $7 per hiker. Gradually ascend rocky gap between 
Little Crease Mountain and the Massanutten Mountain main ridge along the Veach Gap Trail 
built by George Washington's orders in 1781 as a possible escape route. Interesting geology 
along ridge hike with 3 overlooks 1,500' down to "The Point", a 180 degree bend in serpen-
tine Shenandoah River, plus a view of Shenandoah National Park. Options: Little Crease shelter 
and/or Passage Creek swim. Bob Pickett geology and plants. 

7.0 1,500 45 
min  H1931   

800     

32

Buck Ridge and Hollow SNP, 8 hr, $9 per hiker. Steep, difficult (I repeat difficult) incredible 
600+ step engineering feat up Buck Ridge with views and cascading streams. Focus on natural 
history, recent forest damage from exotic insects, exotic vegetation, fire, and wilderness. Ob-
serve PATC trail construction and maintenance techniques. Restaurant stop after hike Monday. 
SNP Ranger Monday history nature, retired SNP Ranger Steve Bair; Wednesday nature. No solo 
drivers.

6.2 2,100 60 
min   H2032   

730  H2232   
730  

[ 10 ]



HIKE  
# HIKE TITLE, ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME, DRIVING COST, DESCRIPTION Hike

Miles
Ascent
in Feet

1 Way
Drive

Sat
7/18

Sun
7/19

Mon
7/20

Tue
7/21

Wed
7/22

Thur
7/23

33

Maryland Heights HFNHP, 8 hr, $6 per hiker. Challenging ascent on woodland trails and old 
forest roads for spectacular views of the confluence of the Potomac and Shenandoah rivers 
and Harpers Ferry, significant Civil War fortifications along the crest of Elk Ridge. Optional time 
for touring Harpers Ferry, its many museums and ATC headquarters. Winery after hike Tuesday. 
Ranger David Fox Tuesday history; Mike Moran Thursday photography. 

6.8 1,900 40 
min    H2133   

800  H2333  
800

34

Ft Duncan Bushwhack C&O CNHP, 6 hr, $6 per hiker. Long pants required. RESTRICTED 
to serious, agile adult hikers. Bushwhack rock scramble, steep terrain. Larry Broadwell, PATC 
trailguide writer and editor, explores prominent sites bushwhacking thru hand-dug iron pit, up 
overgrown road that hauled supplies to a Civil War fort, scrambling Elk Ridge flank rocks to 
Stone Fort before steep downhill past spectacular Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers confluence 
views at Maryland Heights overlook. Optional time for touring Harpers Ferry, its many museums 
and ATC headquarters. 

5.1 300 40 
min  H1934   

830     

35

20% A.T. Paris Overlook SMSP, 8 hr, $4 per hiker. Patches of moderate ascents. Rich history, 
1,800 acres with breathtaking scenic views, open meadows, rolling pastures, woodlands pep-
pered with diverse flora and fauna, grazed fields, forest, scrub and streams ecological zones. 
Optional tour afterward of historic farm, Civil War era buildings, ruins, and interpretive signs. 
Jean Stephens Tuesday, Ranger Vanessa Lewis Wednesday both nature.

8.0 1,800 25 
min    H2135   

830
H2235   

830  

36

70% A.T. Loudoun Heights HFNHP, 9 hr, $6 per hiker. Some steep, challenging climbs. Fol-
low A.T. thru historic Harpers Ferry, cross Shenandoah River’s enticing rapids, ascend Loudoun 
Heights, steeply at times, join ridge top blue-blazed trail, pass through Civil War-era fortifica-
tions and campgrounds, archeological preserve, end at spectacular Split Rock overlook views 
of Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers confluence. Associated with workshop W1939 July 19, 
8:00am "Not Just a Pile of Rocks: The Preservation of Civil War Resources along the A.T.” led by 
Rangers Andrew Lee and Darlene Hassler Monday, Buddy Johnson Tuesday both history. 

8.2 2,300 40 
min   H2036   

830
H2136   

830  H2336  
830

37

Big Schloss and Tibbet Knob GWNF, 9 hr, $8 per hiker. Tough climbs worth the challenge 
for fit kids and adults. Tibbett Knob has 2 steep rock scrambles to great views. Then tackle Big 
Schloss (see #17). Restaurant stop after hike Saturday. Gene Lewis nature and Rodney Bragdon 
former PATC Trail Overseer Saturday; Tim Hupp Tuesday history, photography.

7.4 2,300 50 
min

H1837  
800   H2137   

800   

38

Rock Cliff Lake GWNF, 9 hr, $9 per hiker. Steep mile ascent’s reward is a beautiful overlook 
of the valley, Rockcliff Lake and its soft white sandy mountain beach. Then on to pleasant 
hike through meadows, woods, an unusual rock formation and lake swim option. Tim Hupp 
Monday history, photography.

7.7 1,600 65 
min   H2038   

730   H2338  
800

39

35% A.T. Rapidan Camp SNP, 11 hr. Gradual elevation changes with some steep spots and 
possible slippery rocks, wildflower hike to President and Mrs. Hoover’s National Historic Land-
mark summer getaway. Ranger-led tour with exhibits and lunch on the porch. Return uphill hike 
passes several cascades and a mini pond. May visit the Byrd Visitor Center to enjoy an excellent 
museum. Former PATC President John Hedrick co-leads both days; retired SNP Ranger Steve Bair 
Saturday; Richard Stromberg VA Native Plant Society Tuesday nature, history. No solo drivers. 
Pay $25 van transportation at registration.

7.6 1,600 105 
min

H1839 
700

H2239 
700

40

Emerald Pond GWNF, 9 hr, $11 per hiker. Some steep ascents to 2 spectacular vistas as you 
head toward lunch at a beautiful spring fed swimming hole nestled in a small hollow. Water has 
exceptional clarity and surprisingly warm for a mountain pond. Paul Goudfrooij Sunday nature, 
photography; Howard Davis Thursday history.

7.8 1,800 50 
min  H1940   

800   H2240  
800  

41

Elizabeth Furnace Recreational Area GWNF, 8 hr, $5 per hiker. Sometimes steep, rocky 
ascent to Tuscarora/Massanutten Trails ridge top hike. Shenandoah Valley Elizabeth Furnace was 
a blast furnace used to create pig iron from 1836 – 1888 using Passage Creek for water pow-
er. Iron ore was mined nearby, purified in the furnace, and then pig iron was transported over 
the Massanutten Mountain to the South Fork of the Shenandoah River for forging in Harpers 
Ferry, WV. The Massanutten Trail (road) used to transport this iron is now used by hikers climb-
ing to the top of the Massanutten Mountain. Much of the original stone structure still exists, as 
well as a restored cabin, and an outdoor recreation area. Cross a swinging bridge on your way 
to optional Passage Creek swim and/or short Interpretive Trails options. Paul Goudfrooij Satur-
day history, nature, photography; Rick Rhoades PATC's District Manager Thursday history.

7.7 2,200 35 
min

H1841  
800     H2341  

800

42

Redtail Overlook SRSP, 8 hr, $6 per hiker. Several ascents, mostly gentle rolling wooded trails 
first to Cullers Overlook (#12) then to Redtail rock outcrop and stunning views showcasing Mas-
sanutten Mountain, Shenandoah National Park and Shenandoah River scenic views. Restaurant 
after hike Wednesday. After-hike option to enjoy this 1,600 acre park along Shenandoah River 
shoreline.

8.7 1,500 45 
min   H2042   

830  H2242  
800  

43

50% A.T. Jenkins Gap to Visitor Center SNP, 9 hr, $10 per hiker. Rolling trail for fit kids and 
adults to enjoy the A.T. over Compton Peak view onto Shenandoah Valley, Skyline Drive and 
Carson Mountain, giant columnar basalt formations formed 800 million years ago, through 
area recovering from fire. After-hike Visitor Center and breathtaking view. Jean Stephens 
Sunday nature; John Moorland Monday history; Richard Stromberg VA Native Plant Society 
Tuesday nature. 

8.4 2,300 80 
min  H1943   

830
H2043   

830
H2143   

830   

44

Little Devils Stairs SNP, 8 hr, $9 per hiker. Challenging, steep rock steps with 10+ water 
crossings along serene tumbling cascades in beautiful gorge, impressive cliff views in one of 
Shenandoah's most picturesque canyons. Fairly level descent along forest road with wildflowers 
and well-tended cemetery. Winery after Thursday Kristie Kendall Monday history; SNP Ranger 
Sally Hulbert Thursday geology. 

7.6 2,300 65 
min   H2044   

730   H2344  
800

45
Kennedy Peak GWNF, 9 hr, $9 per hiker. Gradually ascend Massanutten Mountain looking for 
blueberries to 2014 PATC-rebuilt tower dating back to 1920s for vistas. View the Shenandoah 
River and Blue Ridge Mountains. After-hike Passage Creek swim. Michael Seth Tuesday nature.

8.7 2,200 50 
min

H1845  
730   H2145   

800   

46

Signal Knob GWNF, 9 hr, $5 per hiker. Very rocky, steep climb to ridge both Confederate and 
Union soldiers used as a lookout - gorgeous views of Strasburg, Shenandoah Valley, Buzzard 
Rock and Fort Valley. Passage Creek swim after hike. Bob Goldberg Sierra Club Leader Saturday 
history; Richard Stromberg VA Native Plant Society Sunday nature.

8.8 2,500 30 
min

H1846  
800

H1946   
800     

47

Overall Run Falls SNP, 9 hr, $6 per hiker. Some steep switchbacks up to SNP’s highest con-
tinuous waterfall (or trickle depending on recent rainfall). The view of the Shenandoah Valley 
and canyon here is quite picturesque. Then onto a fairly level hike with social trails to several 
swimming spots including a mini slide toward the end. No solo drivers.

8.7 2,700 45 
min    H2147   

800  H2347  
830

PHOTO BY: NATIONAL PARK SERVICE



HIKE  
# HIKE TITLE, ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME, DRIVING COST, DESCRIPTION Hike

Miles
Ascent
in Feet

1 Way
Drive

Sat
7/18

Sun
7/19

Mon
7/20

Tue
7/21

Wed
7/22

Thur
7/23

48
Old Rag SNP, 10 hr, $11 per hiker. Challenging switchback ascent, tough rock scrambles along 
SNP's most popular trail to breathtaking 360° panoramic views. Old Rag blogger Robert Look 
history nature.

9.0 3,000 75 
min  H1948   

700   H2248  
730  

49

White Oak Canyon SNP, 10 hr, $12 per hiker. Very challenging ascent up extremely popular 
White Oak Canyon, known for its picturesque waterfalls & swimming pools; down steep, rocky 
Cedar Run, a more quiet beauty with the perfect waterslide into a deep, relaxing pool. SNP 
Ranger Steve Printz Wednesday folklore.

8.5 2,800 90 
min   H2049   

700  H2249  
730  

A.T. Slower Hiker Paced Section Hikes: NB (South to North Trailheads) descriptions; with history, nature, and/or photography hike leader

50

FR-3460 CCC Rd and SR-638 Trillium TH, TWMA, Shuttle, 10 hr, $10 per hiker. Mostly 
shaded except for outstanding Piedmont Orchard meadow views mid-hike. Pass solo shower at 
Jim and Molly Denton shelter, Manassas Gap shelter. Civil War Col John Mosby, the Grey Ghost, 
and his Rangers operated in this area. NB Erich Gray Master Naturalist history nature photogra-
phy, SB Emily Ford nature. No solo drivers.

9.3

NB 
2,600

SB 
2,300

65 
min
50 
min

   H2150  
700   

51

SR-638 and SR-600 Liberty Hill Lane, Key Swap, 9 hr, $6 per hiker. Pass thru G. R. Thomp-
son Wildlife Management Area (Civil War signaling post), Sky Meadows State Park, and NPS 
Ovoka Tract. Views in various directions and one of the few open pasture areas on the A.T. in 
this region. NB Bob Pickett nature, SB Emily Ford nature. No solo drivers.

8.7

NB 
1,200   

SB 
2,500

35 
min 
25 
min

    H2251  
730  

52

SR-601 Ashby Gap and SR-605 Morgan's Mill Rd, Shuttle, 9 hr, $5 per hiker. Wooded hike 
passes Myron Glaser cabin, Rod Hollow shelter and the beginning of the infamous A.T. "Roller 
Coaster" which ascends and descends steep hills several times. Historically, Rod Hollow was a 
known hideout for Mosby's Rangers and an active farming area until acquired by the National 
Park Service. Relics like the rusted shell of a Model A pickup Truck still exist. NB Erich Gray Mas-
ter Naturalist history nature photography, SB Nathan Caldwell history. No solo drivers.

7.8

NB 
2,000

SB
2,000

50 
min
45
min

 H1952   
730     

53

SR-605 and VA-7, Shuttle, 8 hr, $6 per hiker. Continue the infamous “Roller Coaster” (see 52 
above). Within 1st mile is a delightful waterfall, further Buzzard Hill has an outstanding view 
both off side trails. Pass Sam Moore shelter, ruins of a farm with foundation and walls still visible 
just beyond an active spring. Check out Bears Den Rock (Civil War lookout post with graffiti still 
visible etched into the rock) and overlook with superb views of the entire northern Shenandoah 
Valley. Stop at A.T. Bears Den hostel for some Ben & Jerry’s ice cream. NB Marian Orlousky 
invasive plants, SB Nathan Caldwell history. No solo drivers.

6.7

NB 
2,300

SB
2,200

60 
min
40 
min

H1853  
730      

54

SR-679 Pine Grove Rd and Blackburn Trail Center, Shuttle, 8 hr, $9 per hiker. Continue 
the infamous “Roller Coaster” (see 52). Mid way point is Crescent/Raven Rocks, a cliff line with 
outstanding views. End with Blackburn Trail Center’s great views. This center, built in 1910, 
supports long distance hikers and trail crews. Monday NB David Harris photography, SB Nathan 
Caldwell history; Thursday NB Rick & Brenda Harris history, Erich Gray Master Naturalist history 
nature photography.

7.1

NB 
2,100

SB
1,700

65 
min
40
min

  H2054   
730   H2354  

730

55

Blackburn and WV-32 Chestnut Hill Rd, Shuttle, 10 hr, $9 per hiker. Steep climb to A.T. 
then shady, very rocky, rolling ascents and descents along ridge straddling VA/WV border. Sev-
eral outstanding views. Pass Buzzard Rocks, swing at David Lesser shelter, and descend along 
power line to WV-32. Monday NB Rick & Brenda Harris history, SB Barb Nash history nature; 
Thursday NB Tim Hupp history photography, SB Nathan Caldwell history. No solo drivers.

8.5

NB 
1,000

SB 
1,900

80 
min
55 
min

  H2055   
730   H2355  

730

56

WV-32 and Weverton Parking Lot, Shuttle, 10 hr, $8 per hiker. Very rocky, a couple of steep 
hills before long descent to bridge accross Shenandoah and Potomac Rivers. South of Shenan-
doah River was a post for the confederate army during the Civil War and before that charcoal 
source for cast furnaces. Charcoal hearths and skid roads are still visible along the trail. Harpers 
Ferry area is rich historically dating back to prerevoutionay days. Visit the site of John Brown’s 
1859 raid then hike along the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. NB Robert Goldberg Sierra Club 
Leader history, SB Michael Martin photography. No solo drivers.

8.5

NB 
1,400

SB
1,600

55 
min
55
min

   H2156   
730   

57

Weverton and Gathland State Park (GSP), Shuttle, 8 hr, $9 per hiker. Difficult climb up 
Weverton Cliffs for a wonderful view over the Potomac River into VA then continue ascending 
with some rocks along South Mountain ridge. Visit the Ed Garvey (a beloved A.T. icon) shelter. 
Learn about the 1862 South Mountain Battle and the effect of settlement on the local forests.  
Then short downhill to historic Gathland State Park to learn about the War Correspondents’ 
Memorial and landowner George Townsend (pen name “Gath”). Saturday NB Barb Nash his-
tory nature, SB Phyllis Kimmel photography; Sunday NB Phyllis Kimmel photography, SB Terry 
McLellan and Maria Hopgood photography.

6.5

NB 
1,600

SB
1,100

65 
min
60
min

H1857  
730

H1957   
730     

58

GSP and Washington Monument State Park (WMSP), Shuttle, 11 hr, $13 per hiker. From 
fascinating Gathland State Park (see 57) short steep sections then longer up-and-over Lambs 
Knoll/White Rocks. Descend gently to Fox Gap where Confederate General Samuel Garland 
and Union General Jesse Reno died and future President Rutherford B. Hayes was injured at the 
fierce South Mountain September 14, 1862 bloody battle 3 days before the Battle of Antietam. 
The Dahlgren Chapel, an 1881 Gothic revival stone chapel, has a nice view from the meadow 
& a campground known for its hot showers. Washington Monument, the 1st Monument in 
honor of our 1st President, was built July 4, 1827 and restored by the CCC in the 1930s.  Make 
sure to climb the tower for a spectacular view. NB Jim Foster history, SB Terry McLellan and 
Maria Hopgood photography.

9.0

NB 
2,100

SB
1,500

90 
min
80
min

H1858  
700      

59

WMSP and Thurston Griggs, Key Swap, 9 hr, $11 per hiker. Begin just outside Washington 
Monument State Park, cross I-70 on A.T.’s pedestrian bridge, then hike gently uphill back to the 
ridge. Side trails to Annapolis Rocks and Black Rock Cliffs provide great views. Pass Pogo Camp-
site, honoring Pogo Rheinheimer, an avid hiker of the Mountain Club of Maryland, who died 
at age 17. Learn about Thurston Griggs’ pivotal efforts of land protection. NB Buddy Johnson 
history; SB Barb Nash history nature. No solo drivers. 

8.2

NB 
1,300   

SB 
2,000

60 
min 
55 
min

    H2259  
730  

 A.T. Faster Section Hikes - Same descriptions as 50-59 without theme hike leader, a bit faster pace & less breaks

60 FR-3460 CCC Rd and SR-638 Trillium TH, TWMA, 8 hr, see hike #50.   H2060   
800    

61 SR-638 and SR-600 Liberty Hill Lane, 6 hr, see hike #51.    H2161   
730    

62 SR-601 Ashby Gap and SR-605 Morgan's Mill Rd, 6 hr, see hike #52.     H2262  
730  



HIKE  
# HIKE TITLE, ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME, DRIVING COST, DESCRIPTION Hike

Miles
Ascent
in Feet

1 Way
Drive

Sat
7/18

Sun
7/19

Mon
7/20

Tue
7/21

Wed
7/22

Thur
7/23

63 SR-605 and VA-7, 6 hr, see hike #53.      H2363  
800

64 SR-679 Pine Grove Rd and Blackburn Trail Center, 6 hr, see hike #54. H1864  
730      

65 Blackburn and WV-32 Chestnut Hill Rd, 8 hr, see hike #55.  H1965   
800     

66 WV-32 and Weverton Parking Lot, 7 hr, see hike #56.   H2066   
800    

67 Weverton and Gathland State Park (GSP), 6 hr, see hike #57.     H2267   
800  

68 GSP and Washington Monument State Park (WMSP), 8 hr, see hike #58.      H2368  
730

69 WMSP and Thurston Griggs, 7 hr, see hike #59.    H2169   
730   

 A.T. RESTRICTED Section Hikes: Very fast paced difficult hikes for fit, experienced long distance hikers. NB (South to North Trailheads) descriptions ALL KEY SWAPS

70

Hawksbill and Thornton Gaps, Key Swap, 9 hr, $12 per hiker. Ascend Hawksbill Peak, 
highest SNP elevation (4,050') with a beautiful west view. Pass Skyland Resort renovated horse 
stables (developed in early 1900) and SNP's highest A.T. elevation, Stony Man at 3,837'. Mary’s 
Rock view is one of SNP's best.

15.7

NB 
3800   

SB 
4800

90 
min 
65 
min

 H1970   
700     

71

Thornton and Little Hogback Overlook, Key Swap, 7 hr, $9 per hiker. Ascend gently past 
Pass Mountain Hut to Pass Mountain with a view to the west, then to a side trail to PATC rental 
cabin built in 1933 with help from local residents. Numerous viewpoints and noted for many 
bear sightings.

12.5

NB 
3700   

SB 
3000

65 
min 
65 
min

H1871  
700      

72
Little Hogback and 4-H Center, Key Swap, 7 hr, $8 per hiker. Many excellent views along 
the trail and not to be missed Compton Peak side trail to the best Columnar Basalt example on 
the East Coast (see hike #14).

13.2

NB 
2600   

SB 
4400

65 
min 
40 
min

   H2172   
700     

73

4-H and SR-638 Trillium TH, TWMA, Key Swap, 7 hr, $8 per hiker. National Zoological Park’s 
3,200 acre Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute serves as an umbrella for Smithsonian’s 
global effort to conserve species, train future generations of conservationists and is part of 
world’s largest museum and research complex, see hike #50.

15.3

NB 
4600   

SB 
3700

40 
min 
35 
min

  H2073   
700     

74 SR-638 and SR-605 Morgan's Mill Rd, Key Swap, 7 hr, $6 per hiker. See hikes #51 and #52. 
No solo drivers. 14.8

NB 
2100   

SB 
2200

35 
min 
30 
min

    H2274  
700   

75 SR-605 and Blackburn Trail Center, Key Swap, 7 hr, $5 per hiker. See hikes #53 and #54. No 
solo drivers. 13.7

NB 
4200   

SB 
3900

30 
min 
40 
min

     H2375  
700  

76 Blackburn and Harpers Ferry, Key Swap, 6 hr, $8 per hiker. See hikes #55 and #56 before 
Harpers Ferry. No solo drivers. 11.7

NB 
1500   

SB 
2600

40 
min  
30 
min

 H1976   
700       

77 Harpers Ferry and Reno Monument Rd, Key Swap, 8 hr, $9 per hiker. See hikes #56 Harp-
ers Ferry, #57, #58 to Fox Gap (Reno Monument Rd). 16.6

NB 
3300   

SB 
2600

40 
min 
60 
min

H1877  
700      

78 Reno Monument Rd and MD-17 Wolfsville Rd, Key Swap, 8 hr, $11 per hiker. See hikes 
#58 Fox Gap to #59 Pogo Campsite. Steep descent to MD-17. 14.6

NB 
2900   

SB 
2500

60 
min 
65 
min

H1978   
700      

79

MD-17 and Pen Mar Park, Key Swap, 6 hr, $13 per hiker. Rugged hike includes the rockiest 
portion of the MD A.T., juxtaposed with some open fields. Trail traverses rolling hills until it 
crosses MD-491. After a short steep pitch, pass new Raven Rocks and Ens. Cowall, newer 
shelters built by PATC. Continue evenly along ridgeline several miles. Consider side trail to High 
Rock, with spectacular views across the valley often frequented by hang-gliders. Southernmost 
3 miles was built in a 2001 relocation effort, moving the trail away from houses and utility 
rights of way. Rocky descent then a hike along an abandoned forest road to Pen Mar County 
Park, a former resort established by the Western Maryland Railroad. Be sure to visit the gazebo 
for an unbeatable view west. 

9.2

NB 
2100   

SB 
2200

65 
min 
65 
min

  H2079   
700      

80

Pen Mar Park and Swamp Rd, Key Swap, 7 hr, $15 per hiker. Pass Mason-Dixon Line, PATC’s 
Falls Creek arch-bridge, Mount Dunlop, route some of Robert E. Lee's forces' retreated from 
Gettysburg, Monterey Pass battle museum where Confederates lost 1,300, Bailey Spring, Deer 
Lick, Antietam, Tumbling Run shelters, Buzzard Peak with side trail to Chimney Rocks view. 
Northern part has numerous forest flat charcoal hearth circular areas that supplied fuel for iron 
furnaces.

12.4

NB 
2700   

SB 
2500

65 
min 
75 
min

   H2180   
700     

81

Swamp Rd and Milesburn Rd, Key Swap, 8 hr, $17 per hiker. Pass Raccoon Run Trail (A.T. 
prior to 1980s) up Rocky Mountain and Quarry Gap shelters, through Caledonia State Park 
follow old canal used to ship pig iron from the Caledonia Iron Works furnace (part of the iron 
furnace destroyed by General Jubal Early's cavalry heading to Gettysburg) to PATC’s Milesburn 
Cabin.

12.0

NB 
2300   

SB 
2100

75 
min
85
min

     H2381  
700  

82

Milesburn Rd and PA-233, Key Swap, 8 hr, $19 per hiker. Pass current A.T. mid-point in 
Tumbling Run Game Preserve, optional ¼ mi side trip to old barn, part of farms supporting 
iron works at Pine Grove Furnace and Camp Michaux, initially a CCC camp, later a WWII POW 
camp. Pass an ornate former A.T. mid-point marker on to Pine Grove Furnace State Park with 
well-known through-hiker half gallon ice cream challenge store and A.T. Museum.

11.5

NB 
1200   

SB 
2000

85 
min 
100 
min

    H2282  
700   

PHOTO BY: NATIONAL PARK SERVICE



Thank You  
TO OUR EVENT SPONSORS!!

GOLD SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

If you would you like to participate in the 2015 ATC Biennial Conference as a  
Sponsor, Supporter, Vendor or Exhibitor, visit www.atc2015.org.

EXHIBIT HALL SPACES ARE GOING FAST, SO DON’T WAIT. 
SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION TODAY!

Sponsors as of March 5, 2015

SILVER SPONSORS

PHOTO BY: GEORGIA HARRIS
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L.L. BeanBluemont Vineyards

Appalachian LongDistance Hiking Association (ALDHA)

H.N. Funkhouser - Handy Marts 
www.handymart.com

www.appalachianreadiness.com
www.roadscholar.org

www.riverriders.com

River & Trails Outfitters 
www.rivertrail.com



WORKSHOPS
Workshops will be held during the day on Saturday, July 18th through Monday, July 20th, from 8:00 AM until 5:00 PM. Evening Workshops will be held on Monday, July 
20th, from 7:30 PM until 9:00 PM.

Workshops are being offered in eleven (11) different tracks: “A.T. – The Trail” (ATT), “A.T. – The Communities” (ATC), “Creative Arts” (CA), “Environment” (ENV), “Hik-
ing and Backpacking Skills” (HBS), “History” (HIS), “Natural Wonders” (NW), “Other Trails” (OT), “Youth/Outreach” (YO), “Trail Maintenance & Management” (TMM),
 “Volunteer Leaders and Club Management” (VCM). The track for each workshop is listed after the workshop name.
 
WORKSHOP REGISTRATION 
Room sizes are limited; please register for all workshops! You have the option of taking a series of workshops in the track(s) in which you are most interested or pick and 
choose between various tracks. However, in order to assign the appropriate size room for each workshop, and due to room sizes, registrants must indicate on their registra-
tion form which workshops they will be attending. Preferential seating will be given to those who pre-register. 

Current and future club leaders will find the “Volunteer Leaders and Club Management” track (VCM) very useful. All club leaders and agency partners are encouraged to 
attend workshop W1817, The Essentials of A.T. Cooperative Management, on Saturday, July 19th, at 1:45 PM. 

There will also be numerous “Special” workshops and classes. (See the “Special Activities” Section for details.)

2015 BIENNIAL WORKSHOPS
All rooms are in Henkle Hall (Building). Additional Special workshops are in Aiken Building, Conference Room A. 

Saturday, July 18, 2015
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM

W1801 - Putting Real Power Behind Your Project or Cause (VCM) Mr. David Ramsey, Conservation Photographer and Writer. 
The need for and occurrence of community conservation efforts are increasing throughout the U.S. and world. Some will succeed and many will fail. There are highly effective ways to maximize 
the power and energy behind your project or cause when it comes around (and if you care about the great outdoors, it will come around!), and help insure its success. Drawing from his own 
fascinating land protection story, nationally recognized conservationist and photographer, David Arthur Ramsey, will show just how to do that in this effective and visually powerful presentation. 

W1802 - Connecting Young and Diverse People to the A.T. (ATC) Ron Tipton, Executive Director/CEO.  
This workshop is intended to present information that describes the challenge facing ATC and the A.T. maintaining clubs in attracting to the Trail young people that represent the growing racial/
ethnic diversity of this country. We will highlight examples of current programs by trail/outdoor recreation organizations that are designed to meet this challenge and discuss ATC initiatives to 
connect young and diverse audiences to hiking and volunteering on the A.T.

W1803 - Invasive Species Science and Communication Challenges (ENV) Dr. Chris Dionigi, Deputy Director, National Invasive Species Council.  
Waiting for invasive species to “speak for themselves” through their impacts tends to result in costly late-stage actions focused on spot issues rather than on comprehensive resource protection. 
Due in part to “spectacular” species such a pythons and snakehead fish, the general media frequently reports on invasive species. The challenge now is to provide targeted practical action mes-
sages that are guided by both sociological and biological science. 

W1804 - The International Appalachian Trail: The Ancient Appalachian Mountains as Ambassador of the Geosciences to Modern Societies (ATT) Dick Anderson and Don Hudson, 
Founders, IAT. The International Appalachian Trail was founded in 1994 to link the people of Maine and their Canadian neighbors who have much in common: we share the mountains and the 
natural communities that they support. Our mountains are a small part of an ancient range and terrane that was built over 475 million years ago at the creation of the super continent Pangea 
and is now distributed on three continents around the great arch of the North Atlantic Basin. The goal of the IAT is to link the people of these ancient terranes with a continuous trail network, 
and to provide them with a greater understanding of the geological processes that have shaped the Earth. 

W1805 - The PATC GPS Rangers Project (HBS) Jim Tomlin, PATC Maps Committee, GPS Rangers Chair, National Geodetic Survey.  
The GPS Rangers project involves a large group of PATC volunteers using Global Positioning System receivers to collect precise data for trail mapping, trail maintenance, and special surveying 
project needs. This workshop will describe the project in detail and display and discuss the results from the first two years of the project in a lecture. An accompanying field trip will demonstrate 
the surveying procedures. 

W1806 - Preventing Tick-borne Illness on the AT (HBS) Karl Ford, PhD.  
Approximately 2 to 3 million visitors hike the A.T. annually, especially in spring through early fall, when common tick species are active. Tick surveillance was conducted during 2013 at 42 
randomly selected locations during a northbound thru-hike of the AT. Tick abundance on the Trail exceeded shelters and tenting areas by 14-fold, and collected ticks were tested for common 
bacterial pathogens. No ticks were collected south of Virginia or north of Massachusetts, nor above 829 m, which suggests that season and elevation are significant determinants of the risk of 
tick-borne illness on the AT. This information, along with in preventative measures are discussed. 

W1807 - Finding A Woman’s Way in the Woods (ATC) Anna Huthmaker, Founder, Trail Dames.  
Come join us as we celebrate all things female on the trail! We will discuss the varied aspects of hiking and backpacking, from shoe selection and day hiking to trail safety and equipment. In ad-
dition, we will talk about the women’s hiking community and how you can connect to it and find even more hiking opportunities. Throughout it all, we will look at the ways in which the trails 
bring us closer together, and talk about how we can encourage and inspire other women to come join us in the outdoors. This session is for women only. 

W1808 - Leave No Trace for Youth (YO) Cindy Kelly, PATC Trail Patrol, Jennifer Chambers, Hiking Along, LLC, CEO, Author, Potomac Appalachian Trail Club.  
Imagine a forest, river, meadow or mountain that you love, now imagine that you have the power to preserve the beauty of that place. In Leave No Trace for Youth, through activities and 
games we will explore our connection to the natural world and how to reduce negative impacts human actions can have on these special places. The program is geared to youth age 10 and 
older, but all are welcome. Participants will receive a Leave No Trace Awareness Workshop certificate. Come tell us about a place you love! 

9:45 AM to 11:15 AM

W1809 - A Beginner's Guide To Facebook (VCM) Javier Folgar, ATC Director of Marketing and Communications.  
Are you thinking of creating a Facebook page for your organization or do you currently have a page, but struggle with understanding the basics? During this session we will review the basics 
such as how to create a page, submit a post, tag an organization/person, etc. This workshop will also give you the opportunity to ask any questions you want, such as: “What in the world is a 
Hashtag”?

W1810 - Considering Universal Access on the Appalachian National Scenic Trail (ANST) (ATC) Tip Ray, ATC Volunteer, Inclusive Recreation Consultant, Morgan Sommerville, ATC 
Southern Region Director. Why planning for accessibility is a good thing for the A.T. and A.T. users. This session will recap ATC efforts-to-date to promote accessible opportunities, provide a 
fun test of your accessibility knowledge with actual A.T. examples, provide a brief overview to the legal guidelines, review Trail Club responsibilities, and address any concerns participants may 
have about the feasibility – or futility – of addressing accessibility on the ANST. Legal mandates, such as the Architectural Barriers Act Accessibility Standards (ABAAS) and those developed by 
the USFS, require federal land management agencies to ensure equal access opportunities for people with disabilities, which includes ANST. Nontraditional user groups who could benefit from 
enhanced accessibility may be found increasingly on the Trail. However, examining ways to enhance access and inclusion on the A.T. does not need to be viewed as a futile exercise or contrary 
to the values inherent to the ANST. 

W1811 - Plant and Animal Communities of Shenandoah National Park (ENV) Wendy Cass, Botanist, Shenandoah National Park.  
Join us for an overview of the plant and animal communities of Shenandoah National Park. This workshop will take participants on a visual tour of the forest, meadow, wetland, and rock 
outcrop habitats of the Park. Discussion will highlight both the common and unusual species found within these communities. They will also explore current threats to the stability and survival 
of these special places. 
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W1812 - New Appalachian Hiking Adventures: The International Appalachian Trail in the USA, Canada and Europe (ATT) Dick Anderson and Don Hudson, Founders, IAT.  
The International Appalachian Trail (IAT) begins, in Maine, at the east boundary of Baxter State Park and ends in Morocco. This interactive workshop will be given in three segments: the history, 
the geological underpinnings of the IAT in Maine, Canada and Europe, and the IAT’S relationship with Geoparks. Highlights of the IAT in Canada and Europe include 12 geoparks through 
which the trail passes. The presentations will be accompanied by pictures and maps and will give the audience an opportunity to interact with the presenters and gain the information necessary 
to visit and hike all the various sections of the 12,000 mile long, International Appalachian Trail.

W1813 - Topographic Maps and Compass Basics (HBS) Dorothy Tepper, U.S. Geological Survey (retired).  
This workshop will focus on skills needed to navigate in the backcountry using a topographic map and a basic compass. Contours, map symbols, and recognition of common landforms on 
topographic maps will be emphasized. Workshop attendees will learn how to construct topographic profiles at various scales. Compass work will include a discussion of the different parts of a 
compass, how to locate yourself in the backcountry using triangulation, and how to correct a bearing for magnetic declination. Because there will be several hands-on exercises, workshop size 
will be limited to 25 participants. Bring a compass if you have one!

W1814 - Common Sense Ideas for Backpacking After Fifty (HBS) Sue Williams, Founder, www.fiftysense.com, Common Sense Ideas for Thriving after Fifty. 
When Sue started backpacking at 48, she could not find any information about older backpackers, especially for women. She has since learned that there are tons of over fifty backpackers out 
there having a ball. Learn how to pack light, walk smart, take care of your body, prepare for any kind of weather, and adapt for your own style. 

W1815 - Women Thru-hikers: How to Prepare for and Succeed on a Thru-hike (HBS) Ms. Judith McGuire, ATC Life Member, PATC Member/Trail Maintainer.  
Have you always wanted to hike the A.T. but were afraid because you are a woman? Come hear how other women have successfully thru-hiked, get tips and tricks on everything from hygiene 
to fearfulness, and ask your own questions. Several experienced women thru-hikers will talk about their experiences and give their top ten lessons learned. 

W1816 - Children & Nature- Unplugging the Kids and Discovering a Healthier Life (YO) Cindy Ross, Co-Founder at River House PA and Writer/Photographer/Consultant at Pennsylvania 
Magazine. Author Cindy Ross has dedicated the last two decades to spreading the word of how important and necessary it is for children to be out in the natural world. Working with Richard 
Louv's "Last Child in the Woods- Saving our Children from Nature Deficit Disorder," and the Children & Nature Network, Cindy is a troubadour on how to get families outdoors and enjoying 
nature. She began by taking her young children across the 3,100 mile Continental Divide Trail in the Rocky Mountains utilizing llamas (The subject of her 6th book, "Scraping Heaven" ) and 
went on to use the whole and natural world to raise and educate her children alternatively. (a new book project) Hear how they explored 18 countries by walking and cycling. Become inspired 
and learn how to do it yourself. 

1:45 PM to 3:15 PM

W1817 - The Essentials of A.T. Cooperative Management (VCM) Sandi Marra, Chair ATC BOD, Ron Tipton, Executive Director, Wendy Janssen, Superintendent, Appalachian National 
Scenic Trail. Wendy Janssen, Superintendent, Appalachian National Scenic Trail; Sandi Marra, Chair, ATC Board of Directors; Ron Tipton, Executive Director, Appalachian Trail Conservancy. Join 
ATC and NPS Leadership in a discussion of current threats to the integrity of the A.T. and key trail management issues. Learn about the importance of the Cooperative Management System to 
its many partners and the A.T.. 

W1818 - Hiking Blind 101 (ATC) LouAnn Blake, Maurice Peret, Sharon Maneki, National Federation of the Blind, Tom Johnson, PATC.  
This workshop will provide attendees with the information they need to conduct a hike for the blind members of their community. Topics covered will include hiking techniques used by blind 
hikers, trail selection, what types of assistance should be offered, when not to offer assistance, and how to connect with the blind members of your community. A short hike will follow the 
workshop. The workshop will be conducted by Maurice Peret and Lou Ann Blake, who are both blind. Maurice was part of the base camp team on Mount Everest during the successful climb of 
Erik Weihenmayer, the first blind man to summit. Together, Maurice and Lou Ann have hiked the 41 miles of the Appalachian Trail (A.T.) through Maryland twice and are planning a 75 mile hike 
on the A.T. for late spring or early summer of 2015. Tom Johnson and other members of the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, with Maurice and LouAnn, have organized several hikes for blind 
youth and adults, one having nearly fifty blind hikers. 

W1819 - Song Birds of the A.T. (NW) Wil Hershberger, Hershberger Nature Photography and Nature Images and Sounds.  
Famed photographer Wil Hershberger will present his impressive collection of images and sound recordings of song birds common on the A.T. in the mid Atlantic region. Some bird song 
recordings will be slowed down so attendees can “see” and hear what the birds are communicating. Workshop will include tips on getting the exposures you want and producing stunning 
composition. 

W1820 - American Chestnut Identification and Sampling Techniques for the MEGA-Transect Chestnut Project (ENV) Matt Brinckman, Mid-Atlantic Regional Science Coordinator, 
American Chestnut Foundation. The American chestnut was a dominant and vital component of the eastern woodlands in the US before an invasive pathogen removed its function from the 
landscape between 1904 and 1950. Since 1983, The American Chestnut Foundation (TACF) has been attempting to bring the mighty giant back by working to breed disease resistant American 
chestnut trees. The Appalachian Trail MEGA-Transect Chestnut Project began in 2008 as collaboration between TACF and the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club to train volunteers to collect data 
on American chestnut trees growing along the Appalachian Trail (AT). This workshop will cover history of the American chestnut, how to collect mega-transect chestnut data, and American 
chestnut identification. 

W1821 - Healing in the Natural World (ATC) Cindy Ross, Co-Founder at River House PA and Writer/Photographer/Consultant at Pennsylvania Magazine.  
Time spent in nature can do wonderful things for everyone but especially those deeply challenged by life – veterans and others who have experienced trauma, for example. Hear uplifting stories 
of positive impact gleaned from the speaker's experiences with walking off the war and her non-profit..RiverHouse PA (www.riverhousepa.org).  Author Cindy Ross created an amazing program 
in the PA A.T. trail town of Port Clinton – offering hiking, cycling, paddling, fly fishing adventures as well as workshops, lectures, and a way to give back through volunteering and helping them 
design an authentic and purposeful life. Info will be shared on how to get involved and help eliminate the 22 veteran suicides a day that are occurring. 

W1822 - Digital Photography for Hikers (CA) Dorothy Tepper, Advanced Amateur Photographer.  
This workshop will provide an overview of digital photography for hikers. Camera equipment that is suitable to bring on a day hike will be emphasized but equipment appropriate for longer-
distance hikes will also be covered. Basic photographic terms and camera operation, with emphasis on getting a correct exposure, will be discussed. In addition, photographic techniques and 
principles of composition will be presented for taking quality photographs of trail scenes including landscapes, wildlife, streams and waterfalls, sunrises and sunsets, other hikers, wildflowers, 
and close-up shots. The workshop will also include suggested photo resources and a list of equipment sources. 

W1823 - Prehab for Health (HBS) Sue Williams, Founder, www.fiftysense.com, Common Sense Ideas for Thriving after Fifty. 
Learn about the importance of physically preparing for a hike, hydration, electrolyte balance, first aid on the trail and off, and keeping your feet happy to stay healthy on the trail. Did you know 
there are correct ways to walk and techniques to help you go uphill and down? Learn ways to prevent blisters and hot spots and how to pick out the right shoe. 

W1824 - MYLES of Science – Engaging High School Students Along the A.T. Through Peer-Led Citizen Science Research and Low-Impact Backpacking. (YO) Mr. Matt Browning, 
Project Liaison, MYLES of Science, Montreat College. MYLES of Science is a new youth program along the A.T. through Montreat College in partnership with Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park that launched in June 2014. It provides high school students with week-long backcountry experiences during which they practice low-impact backpacking, learn phenology research meth-
ods, develop research questions, collect and analyze data, and report on scientific results. The program relies on a ‘cascading youth leadership’ model by hiring leaders who are also close in age 
to the participants. The ultimate goal is to excite high school students about science and the great outdoors. 

3:30 PM to 5:00 PM

W1825 - Recruiting Volunteers – Optimizing Your Efforts (VCM) Jane Daniels, NY-NJ Trail Conference, ATC Life Member.  
Successful volunteer recruitment takes planning. Learn how to optimize your recruiting efforts whether the volunteers are episodic, on going, part of a large event, or perform similar or unique 
tasks. You must know first what you want them to do and then be able to convey that message. How that message can be the most effective depends upon who you are trying to recruit. 
Through discussion and real world problems, learn how to effectively recruit. Good recruiters know how to match an individual with an opportunity and have developed well-honed listening 
skills. 

W1826 - Warrior Hike’s Walk Off The War Program: Long-Term Wilderness Therapy For Combat Veterans (ATC) Sean Gobin, Executive Director, Warrior Hike.  
Warrior Hike Executive Director Sean Gobin will discuss the history of the Walk Off The War Program and how long-term wilderness therapy is helping combat veterans transitioning from their 
military service by thru-hiking America’s National Scenic Trails, including the A.T. During their 6 month 2,000 plus mile journey along a National Scenic Trail, veterans have the opportunity to 
decompress from their military service; experience the camaraderie of other veterans; and interact with members of trail town organizations, which helps their reintegration into society and 
builds a network of life-long friendships. Alumni of the program will be in attendance to answer questions. 

W1827 - Whooo is that? Owls of the A.T. (NW) Heather Nagy, Birder.  
Have you ever wondered whoooo is singing outside your tent at night? Come and learn, through photos and recordings, how to identify all of the owls that are regularly found along the A.T.. 
Join bird song expert Heather Nagy to learn the hoots, clicks, hisses and other noises owls make, how to tell them from the sounds of other nocturnal animals, and interesting facts about each 
owl. You’ll go home with mnemonics for each owl species, so the next time you’re lying in your sleeping bag and hear avian music in the night, you’ll know whooooooo is singing! 
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W1828 - Hiking and Traveling the Blue Ridge Parkway (NW) Leonard M. Adkins, RATC, ODATC, 5 Time 2000 Miler, Author, and Trail Maintainer.  
Based upon the book of the same name, Hiking and Traveling the Blue Ridge Parkway, provides a look at some of the scenic roadway’s 130 official trails. The program also provides informa-
tion on other trails that come into contact with the parkway, including the A.T., Mountains-to-Sea Trail, and pathways on national park, state park, national forest, municipal, and private lands. 
There’s even sightseeing information for nearby towns. The program includes readings from the book, a multi-media presentation of the sights and destinations to be experienced along the 
parkway (accompanied by authentic Blue Ridge Mountain music), and a question and answer period. 

W1829 - External Threats to the Appalachian Trail (ATT) Judy McGuire, ATC Life Member, PATC Member/Trail Maintainer, Karen Lutz, ATC Mid-Atlantic Regional Director, 1978 2000-miler, 
Matt Robinson, GIS specialist, Appalachian National Scenic Trail National Park Office, Hawk Metheny, ATC New England Regional, 19. The Appalachian Trail is constantly under attack. Transmis-
sion lines, wind turbines, acid rain, housing developments, invasive species, and climate change all threaten the A.T. … and that’s on top of plain old wind and rain eating away at the treadway. 
In partnership with local outdoors groups, land trusts, community groups, and scientists, ATC is mobilizing allies to help protect the trail and the large landscapes that encompass it. This work-
shop will tell you about the threats and give you the opportunity to provide your suggestions in an interactive way. 

W1830 - Nature Photography (CA) Vincent Ferrari, PATC.  
Would you like to get better photographs from your hikes? Got that new camera, but just can't seem to get the good shots? Here is your chance to learn a few tricks and pointers to make 
your nature photography shots dazzle. We will discuss composition, technical aspects, post-processing. and the most important item of all, light! This interesting and informative multi-media 
program may not turn you into a pro, but it will improve your skills. See you there. 

W1831 - The Civilian Conservation Corps' Legacy in America's Parks [with highlights profiling CCC work on the AT) (HIS) Ren and Helen Davis, Georgia Appalachian Trail Club.  
Ren and Helen Davis are authors of Our Mark on This Land: A Guide to the Legacy of the Civilian Conservation Corps in America's Parks, published by McDonald and Woodward [2011]. Our 
audio-visual and power point presentation focuses on the story of the CCC and the work enrollees performed in building and enhancing state and national parks across the country. More than 
80 years after the Corps was established, Americans still enjoy the campgrounds, cabins, picnic shelters, lakes, and trails that they built. For this presentation we will include a section featuring 
CCC work in constructing portions of the Appalachian Trail. 

W1832 - Best Hike with Kids: Washington DC, The Beltway and Beyond (YO) Jennifer Chambers, Hiking Along, LLC, CEO, Author, Potomac Appalachian Trail Club.  
A number of hiking guide books exist as a resource for adults to hike in the DC region. Now there is a hiking guide book for families in the DC region to help them identify and explore the 
best trails for kids. The author of “Best Hikes with Kids: Washington DC, The Beltway and Beyond,” will showcase and discuss some of the DC region’s best trails for kid adventure and family 
exploration. 

Sunday, July 19, 2015
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM

W1933 - News That’s Fit to Print! (VCM) Dan Pulskamp, PATC, Potomac Appalachian (PA) Assistant Editor, Rachel Levin, PATC PA Editor.  
Working with a trail maintenance club is hard work. How do you make sure that all of your members know what’s going on? One of the most effective ways is the use of a club newsletter. 
Editors of The Potomac Appalachian, PATC’s monthly newsletter will provide an overview of their newsletter process. They will also provide tips for recruiting volunteers and streamlining the 
newsletter process. 

W1934 - Corridor Training Workshop (TMM) Ryan Seltzer, ATC.  
Interested in orienteering? Learn to navigate with precision using a compass. Then find out how volunteers and the ATC team up to protect the corridor of conserved lands that surround 
the A.T. through the Corridor Program. This workshop will cover more advanced questions regarding the Corridor Program. Great for experienced Corridor Monitors and/or Corridor Monitor 
Coordinators. 

W1935 - History and Recreation Along the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal (NW) Jim Tomlin, PATC Maps Committee, GPS Rangers Chair, National Geodetic Survey.  
The Chesapeake & Ohio Canal National Historical Park is a linear park along the Potomac River from Cumberland, MD to Georgetown, Washington DC. This Park spans 184 miles of fascinating 
history, recreational opportunities, and nature study. This workshop will describe the often-contentious history of the Canal from George Washington to the present, describe the variety of 
fabulous recreational opportunities, identify some of the most interesting Canal features, and view some of these features in an accompanying excursion. 

W1936 - Geocaching Down (and Around) the A.T. (HBS) Rebecca Stephenson, Northern Virginia Geocaching Organization.  
Geocaching is a 14 year old activity, which provides a high-tech treasure hunt. With a GPS device in hand, a search for a hidden container can take you places you might not have noticed and 
often introduces you to fascinating history, geographic features and scenery on the way. In addition, the search for geocaches can provide a welcome addition to your hiking by offering you 
opportunities to not only explore your environment, but also discover and learn new things on your journey. 

W1937 - A.T. Community DOI/VISTAs: Supporting Rural Trailside Communities and Growing Outdoor Recreation (ATT) Julie Judkins, Appalachian Trail Community Program.  
DOI (U.S. Department of the Interior) supports AmeriCorps VISTAs to build local capacity in trailside communities, engage economic redevelopment by growing and promoting an outdoor 
recreation economy, promote environmental stewardship and enhance outreach and education. DOI/A.T. Community VISTAs provide important support for trailside communities, and they will 
discuss projects such as the Community Pathway Project, Healthy Living Initiatives and other community activities.

W1938 - Civilian Conservation Corps:  A Great and Lasting Good (HIS) Stephanie Chapman, Interpretive Specialist for the Lee Ranger District, George Washington National Forest, Patrick 
Farris, Executive Director, Warren County Historical Society. The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), one of FDR’s New Deal Programs, is considered to be the single greatest conservation move-
ment in America. This program salvaged men and our nation’s natural and heritage resources. Our modern concept of stewardship began with the CCC. The roads, trails and recreation areas 
that we use every day testify to the magnitude and quality work of the CCC. Who knows? There is probably a CCC site near you! 

W1939 - Not Just a Pile of Rocks: The Preservation of Civil War Resources Along the Appalachian Trail (HIS) Darlene Hassler, Archeologist, Harpers Ferry National Historical Park 
(HFNHP), Andrew Lee, HFNHP. This workshop will focus upon efforts to protect and preserve numerous archeological features located near the Appalachian Trail in Harpers Ferry, West Virginia. 
Today, the remnants of Civil War fortifications and campgrounds tell stories of military life and ingenuity in the face of hardship and struggle. During the workshop, presenters will discuss the 
history of the Civil War sites, previous archeological projects, along with preservation efforts. In particular, the workshop will focus upon the cooperation between Harpers Ferry National Histori-
cal Park, the Appalachian National Scenic Trail and the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club to successfully reroute the trail, thus ensuring the protection of this unique Civil War heritage. See also: 
related hike. 

W1940 - Trail Games: Fun Ways to Introduce Kids to the A.T. (YO) Kathryn Herndon, ATC.  
From school groups to scout troops, families, summer camps, and even college classrooms—the best way to get youth excited about A.T. stewardship is through interactive games, hands-on 
activities, and great visual aids. ATC has a new Youth Outreach Toolkit to share with Clubs, and we’ll be unpacking it to play games and check out resources Club members can immediately put 
to good use engaging youth in their communities. 

W1952 - The History of ALDHA: Its Past, Present and Future (ATT) Bill O’Brien, Editor ALDHA Newsletter, Dr. Kip “Hippy Kippy” Redick, ALDHA.  
Stories, anecdotes and other memorable moments from the past 33 years of the Appalachian Long Distance Hikers Association, with slides and music. Bring your own recollections of a past 
ALDHA Gathering to share, plus ideas for what the next 33 years should bring for this hiker-oriented group. 

9:45 AM to 11:15 AM

W1941 - Public Relations and Working with the Media (VCM) Javier Folgar, ATC Director of Marketing and Communications.  
This is a beginner’s presentation on public relations and how to work with the media. During this presentation you will learn tips on how to develop and execute a media plan, how to write a 
press release and a public service announcement, how to conduct an interview with reporters, and how to measure your success. 

W1942 - Basic Chainsaw Maintenance (TMM) Jon Rindt, PATC Supervisor of Trails.  
The workshop provides chainsaw users with the maintenance techniques to keep the saw working order. Essential to chainsaw maintenance is ensuring the safety features are functioning prop-
erly. Cleaning the saw, air filter, and bar will be discussed and demonstrated in addition to replacement of the spark plug and pull cord. Techniques for sharpening the chain and proper chain 
adjustment will also be included. The workshop is intended to give chainsaw users the ability to perform basic maintenance and thus save club resources.

W1943 - CSI: Plants! (ENV) Steven B. Carroll, Director of Public Programs, Arboretum of Virginia and Blandy Experimental Farm.  
Plants and plant parts can provide evidence useful in solving crimes. Seeds or plant debris found at a crime scene, details of plant anatomy, stomach content analysis, DNA sequence information, 
and more have all been used in convicting criminals of crimes ranging from smuggling to kidnapping to murder. Hear about recent and famous cases, modern techniques, and some surprising 
ways in which plant evidence is used in the investigation of crime. 

W1944 - Great Eastern Trail (OT) Joanna Swanson, GET Thru-Hiker, Bart Houck, GET Thru-Hiker.  
The first thru-hikers of the Great Eastern Trail will introduce the GET, a new long-distance trail which links Alabama to the Finger Lakes of New York. They will recount the many challenges and 
rewards of hiking this new trail, from mountaintop snowstorms and icy river fords to breathtaking overlooks, animal encounters, and wildly diverse trail towns. Learn how this trail compares to 
the Appalachian Trail and how to plan your own Great Eastern Trail adventure. 



W1945 - Hike in Harmony: Backpacker Etiquette On and Off the Trail (HBS) Bill O'Brien, Editor ALDHA Newsletter, Dr. Kip "Hippy Kippy" Redick.  
Examples for encouraging proper hiker behavior in trail towns that club members can take home and put into effect. By spreading the word about backpacker etiquette on and off the trail, we 
hope to preserve hiker services and keep the Appalachian Trail a good neighbor. Session will include a group discussion as well as handout materials to take home. 

W1946 - Stonewall Jackson's Valley Campaign (HIS) Liles Creighton, PATC.  
The presentation will address the strategy behind the Valley Campaign, and how Stonewall Jackson executed his mission. The impacts of this campaign on subsequent battles in front of Rich-
mond and then Antietam will be examined. The importance of the Shenandoah Valley during the Civil War will be described. The character of Stonewall Jackson will be briefly examined, with 
emphasis on his use of secrecy, deception, speed of movement, knowledge of roads and terrain, and will to achieve decisive results. The relationship of some of his movements and battles to 
current hiking trails will be pointed out. Some influences of the Valley Campaign on WWI operations in the Middle East will be briefly addressed. 

W1947 - Writing the Southern Appalachians: Authors Speak About Writing, Publishing, and the History and Mountains That Inspired Them (CA) Sue Eisenfeld, Panel Moderator, 
Author of “Shenandoah: A Story of Conservation and Betrayal”; David Taylor, Author of “Ginseng: The Divine Root”; T.J. Forrester, Author of “Black Heart on the Appalachian Trail”; and Katrina 
M. Powell, Author of “The Anguish of Displacement: The Politics of Literacy in the Letters of Mountain Families in Shenandoah National Park. A panel of writers who have published about 
Shenandoah National Park and other southern Appalachian regions will discuss their writing lives, their nature/outdoor/mountain/history inspiration, and their road to publishing. Audience Q&A 
will follow, with readings from their work, if time allows. 

W1948 - Happy, Healthy Hiking with Kids (YO) Barbara Duerk, Adelaide Lee, Jennifer Pfister, Girl Scouts of VA Skyline.  
Though adults know that hiking is fun, serene, and beautiful, a hike in the woods may not be all that enticing to kids of today. So how can you get them excited to go hiking? Learn the tricks 
of the trade from the experience of taking Girl Scouts hiking on the Appalachian Trail. Hands-on fun with hiking games, campfire songs, leadership skills, nature experiments, yummy trail snacks 
and more! 

1:45 PM to 3:15 PM

W1949 - Finding and Procuring Grants (for your Trail Club) (VCM) Sonja Carlborg, Grants Consultant.  
Great ideas but no money? Small rural community without deep pockets? Learn about where to find the money for your projects, why funders give, and how to approach the decision makers. 
In addition to providing an extensive portfolio of templates, samples, and answers to frequently asked questions, this workshop will explore the dos and don’ts of requesting funds. Sonja Carl-
borg brings a total of 25 years of experience as a successful grant seeker and trainer to this presentation, including 12 years as grant writer and strategist with the Appalachian Trail Conservancy 
and American Hiking Society. 

W1950 - Trail Maintenance for Newbies (TMM) Bob Williams, Smoky Mtn. Hiking Club, Nantahala Hiking Club, ATC Maintainer.  
As a hiker, do you know what it takes to keep your favorite trail open and safe for your enjoyment? If you would like a way to give back to the Appalachian Trail – or just want to “pay it for-
ward” – here’s a chance to learn what it means to be an A.T. trail maintainer. Learn about the tools involved, their safe use, and the best trail practices. 

W1951 - Introduction to the Insect Diversity of the Shenandoah Valley Region (ENV) Dr. Joe Keiper, Executive Director, Virginia Museum of Natural History.  
Museum staff will present participants with an opportunity to learn about the common insects of the Shenandoah Valley, and how to conduct insect studies of their own. Principals of insect 
biodiversity and basic biology (such as feeding and mating strategies) will be covered, as well as basic insect identification. Participants will work with actual insect specimens provided for the 
workshop. 

W1953 - Should the Appalachian Trail Conservancy Save Land? The Future of Land Protection Along the Appalachian Trail (ATT) Don Owen, Consultant, Land Trust Alliance, 
Partnership for the National Trails System, Land Trust of Virginia, ATC Stewardship Council, Board of Directors for the CDT Coalition, Bob Lee, ATC Stewardship Council, ATC Lands Transaction 
Committee, former Dir. With agency partner land protection programs winding down, what should the Appalachian Trail Conservancy do to protect critically important lands along the Trail? For 
nearly 30 years, the Appalachian Trail Land Trust has actively sought to save land along the Trail, with significant results: ATC now holds a fee or easement interest in nearly 100 properties and 
5,000 acres of land along the Trail. In 2005, the Conservancy conducted an external audit of its land trust program, which resulted in a dramatic shift in the Conservancy’s awareness of its legal, 
fiscal, and stewardship responsibilities for these lands. While the Conservancy’s staff and Board have worked diligently to address those concerns since that time, a significant amount of work 
still needs to be done. Larger issues also need to be addressed: Are additional lands needed to protect the Trail? If so, what should the Conservancy’s land trust role be? Come talk with us about 
the future of land protection efforts along the Appalachian Trail! 

W1954 - The A.T. Museum: Past, Present and Future (ATT) Larry Luxenberg, President, and Bill O’Brien, Appalachian Trail Museum Society.  
The A.T. Museum: Past, Present and Future -- The story of how the Museum got started, what’s happening now and plans for the future.

W1955 - Wildflowers of the Appalachian Trail: A 2,000-Mile Floral Parade (NW) Leonard M. Adkins, RATC, ODATC, 5 Time 2000 Miler, Author, and Trail Maintainer.  
Wildflowers of the Appalachian Trail: A 2,000 Mile Floral Parade follows the progression of the flowers from late winter to fall, and from Georgia to Maine. With stunning photographs by Joe 
and Monica Cook, the book that this program is based on received the National Outdoor Book Award, Foreword magazine’s Book of the Year Award, and a Virginia Literary Award nomination. 
Accompanied by classical, folk, and new age music, the presentation not only identifies the flowers, but reveals the story behind the names, the role a flower has played throughout history, and 
its value in folkloric as well as modern medicine. 

3:30 PM to 5:00 PM

W1957 - Recreation Liability and the A.T. (VCM) Bob Proudman, ATC Director of Conservation Operations, Chuck Sloan, PATC Attorney and A.T. Hiker.  
What is your "duty of care" as a trail maintainer? Can you or your club be sued for a real or alleged failure in maintaining the Trail to suitable standards? Learn about the principles of negli-
gence, existing protections for volunteer trail maintainers, and several real lawsuits. 

W1958 - Sustainable Trail Design and Maintenance (TMM) Jeff Marion, Recreation Ecologist, U.S. Geological Survey, Virginia Tech Field Station.  
Enhance your knowledge regarding the fundamentals of sustainable trail design and maintenance. This session will review the latest trail science research findings in non-technical terms, illus-
trated with dozens of A.T. photos from my section hikes from MA to GA. We’ll review the relative influence of trail grade, trail slope alignment angle, substrate type, and tread drainage feature 
(e.g., tread outsloping vs. grade reversals or water bars/dips). When should you maintain a trail or go the “extra mile” to relocate a segment? We’ll discuss how to relieve problems with tread 
soil loss, muddiness, widening, and the proliferation of informal (visitor-created) trails. 

W1959 - A.T. Seasons: Tracking Phenology from Georgia to Maine (ENV) Marian Orlousky, Northern Resource Management Coordinator, ATC.  
A.T. Seasons is a citizen science based monitoring project that uses the power of observation to bring people and nature closer together. By helping to track and document the seasonal 
lifecycles of plants and animals along the A.T., volunteers are helping A.T. managers and their partners to better understand how changing climates may be impacting the A.T. and its resources. 
The A.T. Seasons monitoring program is well suited for both the young and young at heart. 

W1960 - Journey on the Camino de Santiago, Spain (OT) Olga Pader, Nantahala Hiking Club, Peregrina.  
The Caminos de Santiago are a network of walking paths crisscrossing Spain culminating in the city of Santiago de Compostela and its Cathedral, revered as one of the spiritual centers of 
the ancient and modern world. The Camino attained the first U.N. European Cultural Itinerary title because of the artistic and cultural treasures it preserves for all peoples. Olga walked 208.4 
miles over 14 days on the Primitive Way, the first Camino established in 840 C.E., through mountains, forests, ancient villages and ruins, and modern cities. Share in her adventures through her 
pictures and memories and learn basic planning for this unforgettable journey. 

W1961 - Appalachian Trail Communities Panel (ATT) Julie Judkins, ATC Community Program Manager, Alyson Browett, A.T. Community Ambassador.  
Designated A.T. Communities are important partners in protecting, promoting and supporting the Appalachian Trail. A panel of speakers from several of the 35+ network of Communities will 
discuss successful projects and initiatives, as well as answer questions about the opportunities, benefits and challenges. 

W1962 - The Appalachian Trail Hall of Fame – The First Five Years (ATT) Jim Foster, A.T. Museum.  
The Appalachian Trail Hall of Fame was founded in 2011 by the A.T. Museum to honor persons who’ve made exceptional contributions to the Trail and its community. These include pioneers 
who helped to conceive and build the Trail, others who’ve preserved the Trail and those who’ve achieved significant milestones. We’ve honored over 20 trail pioneers in the first five years. We’ll 
discuss why we established the Hall and the process we use to receive nominations and select each year’s honorees. We’ll tell some of the best stories of our honorees and how they’ve made a 
difference in the trail we all love. 

W1963 - Questing - Creating Community Treasure Hunts (YO) Delia Clark, TTEC Faculty, ATC Stewardship Council, GMC, AMC.  
Quests are playful and informative installed treasure hunts that encourage people, young and old, to actively explore the natural and cultural heritage of special places, make exciting discoveries, 
build strong connections, and become stewards in the process. Learn how Questing can be used as an attractive tool for building family, school, and hiker engagement in the Appalachian Trail.

W1964 - Leave No Trace for the Front Country (HBS) Dave Lauthers, Leave No Trace Virginia State Advocate.  
The “Leave No Trace Front Country” Workshop would address some of the common problems that land managers often find in the front country by car campers and day hikers. According 
to the Outdoor Industry Association there are three times as many car campers and five times as many day hikers as there are backpackers in the U.S. The number of day hikers is projected to 
increase from 47 million people to 74 million people by 2050, and car campers are expected to increase from 42 million to 62 million by 2050. 
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Monday, July 20, 2015
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM

W2065 - Hiking with Your Canine Companion on the Appalachian Trail (HBS) Luann Mack-Drinkard, Vet Technician and A.T. Section Hiker.  
Do you love your dog? Does your dog love hiking with you? In this discussion, we will explore what it takes to ensure the safety of your dog and turn him into an ambassador for dogs on the 
Trail. Topics will include: best breed/type, vaccines, pests, diet, leashes and packs and training tips. We will also discuss pros and cons of dogs on the Trail. 

W2066 - Practical Considerations for Long-Distance Backpacking (HBS) Dan Innamorato, PATC/ATC Photographer, PATC Life Member. 
Practical considerations that will be discussed during this session include some often overlooked aspects of preparing for extended wilderness trips, medical accident avoidance and preparation 
(and pre-prep) for medical emergencies that occur anyway, a brief history of backpacking gear evolution, alternate gear choices and methods of obtaining efficiency in routine daily activities, as 
well as proper nutrition and alternate cooking methods. 

W2067 - Tuscarora Trail (OT) Rush Williamson, ATC/PATC, 2008 A.T. Thru-Hiker, Tuscarora Trail Thru-Hiker.  
In the early 1960s a real possibility existed that the Appalachian Trail might not be maintained due to the closing of the trail by private land owners. This 254 mile, bypass route of the Ap-
palachian Trail from Pennsylvania to Virginia was not needed once the A.T.’s route was assured. Come and learn how PATC is working to make this a first class trail and the secrets of either 
thru-hiking or section hiking it from Rush Williamson who has thru-hiked the trail. 

W2068 - Appalachian Trail History – Where Are We, How Much Do We Know? (ATT) Tom Johnson, Potomac Appalachian Trail Club.  
Appalachian Trail History – what do we know now? This workshop is a follow-up to the A.T. History workshop presented at Cullowhee in 2013, and focuses on the history of the maintaining 
clubs and their archives. Has your club created an archives? Do you have a historian? Have you done interviews? What progress since 2013? What issues do you see? 

W2069 - Club Outreach to Schools (YO) Bill Van Horn, Nantahala Hiking Club and Stewardship Council, Kathryn Herndon, ATC Trails to Every Classroom, Program Manager.  
Club representatives from all four ATC regions will discuss their outreach efforts to schools and support to the Trail to Every Classroom teachers. They will highlight their successes and challenges 
as they look to engage the next generation of A.T. stewards. Following their presentations Bill Van Horn and Kathryn Herndon will moderate a questions and answer session. 

W2070 - Sanitation on the Appalachian Trail: The Revised 2014 Backcountry Sanitation Manual (2nd Edition) (TMM) Pete Antos-Ketcham, GMC Director of Lands and Resources 
Management, Hawk Metheny, ATC New England Regional Director. The Green Mountain Club’s Director of Lands and Resources Management, Pete Antos-Ketcham, and ATC’s New England 
Regional Director, Hawk Metheny, will share their decades of work in developing effective backcountry sanitation systems, and give you the poop on the new manual. They will cover the grow-
ing acceptance and adoption of moldering privies along the A.T. as an increasingly effective methodology, now being implemented by a majority of the 31 A.T. maintaining clubs, as well as the 
adoption of federal accessibility guidelines for outdoor recreation affecting privy access and design. This second edition also includes thorough updates of chapters on safety, personal protective 
equipment (PPE), and new information on norovirus, hantavirus and other pathogens. Case studies from up and down the A.T. have been added to the appendix, as well as construction plans 
for accessible batch composting and moldering privies. See: www.appalachiantrail.org/toolkit.

9:45 AM to 11:15 AM

W2073 - Sir-Packs-Alot's 10 Golden Rules (Guidelines) for Thru-Hiking the Appalachian Trail (HBS) Bob "Sirpacksalot" Gabrielsen, Appalachian Wilderness Guides, Top of Georgia 
Hostel. "Sir-Packs-A lot's" 10 Golden Rules (Guidelines) for Thru-Hiking the Appalachian Trail: Nothing is set in stone – and everybody "hikes their own hike" but 2003 A.T. thru-hiker and 

"Thru-Hiker Coach" (with the Appalachian Trail School) Bob Gabrielsen has refined an informative set of 10 guidelines over the last decade. This funny presentation will ring true for everyone – 
whether dreaming of attempting a thru-hike of the entire Appalachian Trail, or trail veterans alike. 

W2074 - Alternative Thru-Hikes: Flip-flops, Leapfrogs and "The Cool Breeze" (HBS) Mr. Mike Johnson. 
Novel ways to thru-hike can offer many benefits including a longer time frame to complete the hike, avoiding crowds and weather extremes, and the ability to walk north with spring and south 
with fall. Alternative thru-hikes can also be good for the A.T. by dispersing crowds. 

W2075 - The Best Hikes of the Shenandoah National Park (OT) Ms. Judith McGuire, ATC Life Member, PATC Member/Trail Maintainer, and panel: Melanie Perl, Past Supervisor of Trails in 
Central SNP and Hiking Guide, Lauralee Bliss, PATC Ridgerunner, Author. The Shenandoah National Park has more than 500 miles of trails, fire roads, and horse trails and offers an unmatched 
opportunity for fine day hikes within an easy drive of the Biennial. You can get tips on short hikes to the 10 best waterfalls, the 25 best viewpoints, and dozen places to take a dip on a hot day. 
Bring your Appalachian Trail Guide to Shenandoah National Park and the maps, and we’ll get down to details on where to hike. This will be especially useful for those who want to strike out on 
their own during or after the biennial. 

W2076 - Engineered Lumber Design & Construction (TMM) Dan Innamorato, HomEcology Company & PATC Life Member.  
Let’s consider how we might build trail shelters Better, Faster, Stronger, and Cheaper and have a lighter impact on the environment than using the old sawn lumber methods of 1950s (which 
are STILL prevalent). Many construction crews could benefit from using more modern technologies and materials. Come join the discussion!

W2077 - The A.T. as Inspiration; Conservancy, Community, and Communitas in a Time of Ecological Distress and Societal Fragmentation (OT) Paul Elliott, Writer/Editor.  
This workshop will explore the roles that the c. 2,180 mile long A.T. corridor has played, now plays, and could play in the evolving natural and human history of the Appalachians. All are 
welcome to take part in a spirited 90 minute group discussion aimed at what we would do well to think of as the common good. Paul Elliott is writer, editorial consultant, lecturer, and outings 
leader who goes out with the Sierra Club, Appalachian Mountain Club, Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, and Northern Virginia Hiking Club—and friends. His books include “60 Hikes within 60 
Miles: Washington, D.C.” and “Easy Hikes Close to Home: Washington, D.C.” (both Menasha Ridge Press).

W2078 - Lipsmackin’ Backpackin’:  Preparing Food for Camp and on the Trail (HBS) Christine Conners, NCTA, ATC, PCTA Trail Guardians. 
Christine Conners, co-author of over 10 outdoor cookbooks including Lipsmackin’ Backpackin’, will discuss the various methods of cooking outdoors.  Program will emphasize backpacking 
meal preparation.  Come learn about various methods of outdoor cooking with an emphasis on preparing lightweight backpacking food.

1:45 PM to 3:15 PM

W2081 - The 10 Essentials for Hiking? (HBS) Casual Adventure Outfitters (Arlington, VA).  
What are the “10 Essentials”? Why are they essential? Are they in your pack? “The purpose of this list has always been to answer 2 basic questions: First, can you respond positively to an ac-
cident or emergency? Second, can you safely spend a night—or more—out?” The 10 Essentials for hiking were created by the Seattle Mountaineering Club so that the outdoor recreationalist 
would have what they needed to be safe and comfortable while pursuing their mountain recreation. The workshop will discuss the revised 10 Essentials based on the system approach. Each 
now has alternatives depending on the environment and season of the outdoor recreational activity. Each of the Essentials will be discussed as to its utility and reasons why it is considered an 
essential piece of equipment (www.CasualAdventure.com).

W2082 - The Gentle Art of Wandering (HBS) David Ryan, A.T. 2000 miler, Author, and Archaeologist.  
David Ryan, the author of Long Distance Hiking on the Appalachian Trail for the Older Adventurer and The Gentle Art of Wandering, will show you how to have an amazing adventure every 
time you go outdoors by adopting the mindset of wandering. The workshop describes the basics of wandering within the context of hiking in the Southwest backcountry looking for archaeol-
ogy sites. From a series of photos and discussion, you will then learn how much there is for you to discover. The workshop will also show you how the same wandering basics that work so well 
in the backcountry also apply to other settings including cities and the Appalachian Trail. The result is that once you adopt the mindset of wandering you will always find something every time 
you go out and will never run out of adventures. 

W2083 - ”Splashdown” Trails: A Selection of Favorites from PATC Pocket Guides (OT) Larry Broadwell, PATC Presenter, Guidebook Writer/Editor.  
There are many waterfalls and streams in the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club’s area of operations that invite hikers to wade or take a dip. PATC’s pocket guides to the region’s trails cover some 
lovely ones, and PATC photographers have gathered some great shots of them. See slides and learn the natural and human history of fine trails where you can cool off on hot days. 

W2084 - Hostels on the A.T. (PANEL) (HBS) Bob "Sirpacksalot" Gabrielsen, Appalachian Wilderness Guides, Top of Georgia Hostel.  
They are a welcome respite at the end of a grueling day of hiking; a place where wanderers gather to rest, eat, shower and share stories of their adventure. But why would someone devote 
their lives to operating a haven for these tired and smelly hikers and just what does it take to operate a hostel? Join our panel of successful hostel owners and gain some interesting insight into 
their lives. They will also share unique, touching, and hilarious stories about the hikers that called their hostels home, if only for a day. 

W2085 - Invasive Species Monitoring and Management – Q&A Panel Discussion (ENV) Marian Orlousky, ATC Northern Resource Management Coordinator, John Odell, ATC Southern 
Resource Management Coordinator. Invasive species are an increasingly problematic issue that land managers everywhere are struggling to deal with. As these species invade and spread they 
replace native plants, degrade natural habitats, and threaten the Appalachian Trail itself. If you would like to learn more about invasive species and their management along the A.T., or you 
have specific questions about how to tackle invasive species in your area, please join us for an invasive species panel discussion. 

W2086 - How We Old-Timers Hiked (ATT) Hank “Awesome Gramps” Harman.  
Ever wondered what hiking the A.T. was like before World War II? Hank Harman, born in 1925, hiked approximately 500 miles of the A.T. in 1940 to 1943 using a wool sleeping bag and L.L. 
Bean Dehydrated Maine Potatoes. In 1940 he hiked from Keys Gap to Manassas Gap Lean-to, 32 miles in one day. His workshop will include logs of hikes, lists of equipment and food. Partici-
pants will learn what it was like! As such they will appreciate the work that has gone into preserving and improving the Trail and also the development of equipment.



3:30 PM to 5:00 PM

W2089 - Work and Play on the Appalachian Trail – A Ridgerunner's Perspective (HBS) Lauralee Bliss, PATC Ridgerunner, Author.  
In this informative workshop, Lauralee Bliss, PATC Ridgerunner for Shenandoah National Park and author of Mountains, Madness, & Miracles: 4,000 Miles Along the Appalachian Trail will share 
her work as a Ridgerunner protecting both the trail and the hiker. Learn about backpacking in Shenandoah, basic Leave No Trace principles, and the role of the PATC within the park. In the 

“play” part of the session, Lauralee will share stories and pictures of her 4,000 mile adventure along the famous Appalachian Trail. 

W2090 - Section Hiking the A.T. – Our Way (HBS) Bill and Sharon Van Horn, Nantahala Hiking Club.  
Bill and Sharon Van Horn will share their lessons learned and experiences on section hiking the AT. They started section hiking the A.T. in 2005 and completed it in 2013. They will cover topics 
such as transportation, resupply, trip planning, equipment and off Trail experiences. 

W2091 - Spiritual Rambling, Long Distance Wilderness Sojourning as Meaning Making (ATC) Dr. Kip "Hippy Kippy" Redick, Christopher Newport University.  
Long distance hiking can be interpreted as a contemporary form of pilgrimage wherein meaning making rises in the interplay between contemplative walking and rambling as producing the 
flow experience, a merging of action and awareness. Pilgrimage can be a walking exegesis of one’s life story and scripting a new story in the quest for meaning. The practice of long distance 
walking in remote places distances the hiker from his or her everyday life-world. Their life story can now be opened up and examined. They encounter new possibilities and script new meaning. 

W2092 - The Unknown Elder: George Alexander Grant, First Chief Photographer of the National Park Service (CA) Ren and Helen Davis, Georgia Appalachian Trail Club. I 
n 1929, George A. Grant became the first staff photographer of the National Park Service, and was promoted to chief photographer in 1931. During his 25 year career, he traveled to more 
than 100 national parks, monuments, and historic sites, producing images for park service documents, museum exhibits, and publications. He was a contemporary of renowned photographers 
Ansel Adams, Edward Weston, and Eliot Porter, yet few outside the park service ever knew his name because his photographs were often credited, simply, "National Park Service". Ren and 
Helen Davis spent three years researching Grant's life and scanning hundreds of his images for the forthcoming book, “Landscapes for the People: George Alexander Grant, First Chief Photog-
rapher of the National Park Service,” scheduled for release by the University of Georgia Press in Fall 2015, to complement the 2016 Centennial of the National Park Service. 

W2093 - Blue Mountain Eagle Climbing Club – 100 Years of Trail Magic (HIS) Joan Moyer, Blue Mountain Eagle Climbing Club, President/Life Member, KTA/ATC, Linda Enders-Roxberry, 
BMECC 100th Anniversary Chair, KTA & ATC, Rita Floriani, BMECC Archives Chair, ATC. This workshop will walk participants through a century of change of an Appalachian Trail maintaining 
club, from its beginning in 1916 as a men’s social mountain climbing club to its commitment in joining the Appalachian Trail movement. The club originally constructed 102 miles of trail in 
Pennsylvania, presently maintaining 65.5 miles. BMECC had the privilege of hosting Benton MacKaye and Myron H. Avery. Membership included a US congressman who introduced the first 
legislation to protect the AT. Eagles Nest Shelter was built then airlifted by helicopter and filmed by National Geographic. The club supported efforts to prevent encroachment and witnessed the 
use of eminent domain. 

7:30 PM to 9:00 PM

W2097 - Poetry and the Experience of Hiking the A.T. (CA) Pastor John Cromartie.  
This workshop will explore the poetry of several of the poets who speak most clearly of the love of outdoors and the importance of an ethic of caring for the earth. Poets are good with words 
but first they notice, they pay attention and in their writing invite us to notice and pay attention. Poetry and the love of the A.T. are not a new topic.  Earl Shaffer wrote wonderful poems of the 
trail; see “Calling Me Back to the Trails”. But many people involved with the trail are not familiar with the evocative and insightful poetry of contemporary poets Wendell Berry and Mary Oliver. 
This worship will discuss and read some poems by Berry and Oliver and talk about the relevance of the poetry to the enjoyment and ongoing preservation of the A.T. We will marvel at the ef-
fects of the poetry of great poets and begin to notice more intently all that is unfolding before our eyes. Bring some of your favorite poems to share! 

W2098 - Free-Range Children: Encouraging a Sense of Nature-Based Play in Today’s Youth (YO) T. Grant Lewis, PhD, Shenandoah University. Although assumptions have been made 
to indicate play has increasingly become an 'indoor activity', significant evidence indicates that outdoor places are still considered as having value and importance to youth. Yet the foundation 
of numerous current issues and trends youth are encountering can be traced back to what is being considered as a lack of connectedness to nature and the natural world. Outdoor places, 
however, often provide more variety and context for learning due to a less structured environment. Join your colleagues for an insightful discussion on how to increase the opportunities for 
participants to engage in nature-based play 

W2099 - Hiking Mt. Whitney in One Day (OT) Mr. Jim Pader, Nantahala Hiking Club (Past Pres.), NC Bartram Trail Society, Sierra Club, GSMNP, ATC, and Trail Maintainer. In this PowerPoint 
program Jim Pader details his hike of Mt. Whitney, at 14,508 feet the highest peak in the contiguous U.S., when he was 83 years old. He completed the arduous 22 mile round-trip hike with an 
elevation gain of 6,330 feet, in 27.5 hours to attain the long-coveted goal many years in the planning and preparing. 

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES (Special Workshops, Field Workshops, and Slack-packing Trips)

There are a variety of Special Activities offered throughout the week. ALL of these Special Activities begin with the Code (S) and many require advanced registration. 

Many Special Activities require advanced registration by May 31, 2015, with fees paid as part of your conference registration. These are noted as Pay in Advance (PIA). 
Registration after May 31, 2015 may be possible on-site at Conference Registration, provided space is available. Some Special Activities require that participants Pay at 
Site (PAS) for such things as food, drinks, housing, sundries, carpool rates, or park entrance fees. These payments are made directly to the vendor or driver as appropriate. 
Please be prepared to make the necessary PAS payments in cash. 

The Pre-Slackpacking Workshop is open to everyone BUT is mandatory for all who are registered to participate in either the 2 day or 4 day slackpacking trips. The yoga 
classes do not require advanced registration and are scheduled daily. (A $5.00 donation/class is appreciated – pay instructors directly.)

PLEASE see the Excursions Section for details on Refunds, Group Sizes, and Transportation where applicable.

2015 SPECIAL WORKSHOPS, FIELD WORKSHOPS, AND SLACK-PACKING TRIPS

Saturday, July 18, 2015
6:00 to 7:00 AM - S1801 Morning Yoga, Judy Jenner and Dave Startzell.  
A typical early morning yoga class transitions from gentle warm-ups and mat-based poses to 
standing postures that focus on balance as well as stretching and toning the major muscle 
groups. Variations of poses offered for experienced and intermediate students, as well as 
beginners. Ends with guided relaxation. On Campus, Aiken Hall. 

8:00 to 9:30 AM - S1802 Hat Tricks (Knitting), Jane Daniels.  
Feel like you are Fort Knox, storing too many balls of leftover yarn. The solution is easy - knit 
hats. They are a portable project that makes a great gift for family, friends, charity, or as a 
thank you to volunteers. Hats are an artistic expression of something close to your face as 
a hat is the last thing you put on and is the crown to your outfit. Must know how to knit, 
purl, and cast on. Instructions on what to bring will be provided to participants. On Campus, 
Aiken Hall. 

9:45 to 11:15 AM - S1803 Fanci-T’s, Linda Akers.  
Update your old AT (or any other) T-shirt! Workshop will teach participants how to change 
neckline, sleeves, and bottoms by fringing and knotting. No sewing necessary. On Campus, 
Aiken Hall. 

1:45 to 3:15 PM - S1804 Keep on Rolling: Basic Bicycle Maintenance (and a Little Bit 
More), Bill Daniels.  
Bike shops are great, but for most of your maintenance and repair needs, you can easily DIY. 
After all, they don’t call the bike the Simple Machine for nothing. By understanding how 
your bike’s systems work, and by listening to and observing your machine, you can keep it in 
top condition and increase your enjoyment of riding. In this workshop, you’ll learn how to fix 
a flat tire while en route, adjust brakes and derailleurs, and lubricate moving parts. You’ll also 
learn when parts need to be replaced and when it might be best to let the bike shop take 
over. On Campus, Aiken Hall. 

3:30 to 5:00 PM - S1805 Pre-slackpacking Workshop (mandatory for slackpacking 
trips), John Bridges, PATC Backpacking Training Chair.  
The pre-slackpack overnight participants will be briefed on the two slackpacking trips. 
Whether spending the four day and three night slack packing trip in the historic Central 
section of the A.T. through the 34 mile Central Section of the Shenandoah National Park 
or the Roller Coaster section of northern VA. You will be informed on the proposed daily: 
hike parameters, agenda, cabin locations, and food menu. You will review the recom-
mended items to be carried in your daypack and overnight pack.Transportation plans will be 
discussed. Hike leaders and participants will discuss their respective expectations for the hikes 
and hear about the mini-information sessions that will be held along the trail and at night.
On Campus, Aiken Hall. 
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Sunday, July 19, 2015
4:30 to 5:30 PM - S1906 Hatha Yoga, Terrie Sheaffer.  
Mixed level Hatha Yoga Class. Will include a long warm up before doing either Sun or Moon 
Salute. May include a bit of Pilates type exercises. On Campus, Aiken Hall. 

Monday, July 20, 2015
6:00 to 7:00 AM - S2007 Morning Yoga, Judy Jenner and Dave Startzell.  
A typical early morning yoga class transitions from gentle warm-ups and mat-based poses to 
standing postures that focus on balance as well as stretching and toning the major muscle 
groups. Variations of poses offered for experienced and intermediate students, as well as 
beginners. Ends with guided relaxation. On Campus, Aiken Hall. 

8:00 AM to 5:00 PM - S2008 First Aid - Certification Class, Saleena DeVore, EMERGEN-
CY RESPONSE TRAINING, LLC, CPR/AED/First Aid.  
This is an eight hour class that combines CPR/AED and First Aid. Students will receive a 
textbook and an American Heart Association 2-year certification card. No prerequisites. Full 
attendance required for certification . More info: www.onthetrailfirstaid.com. Finish at 5:00 
PM. On Campus, Aiken Hall. $50 PIA (save 35 % off usual fees!) Bring lunch and drinks. 

7:30 AM - S2009 4 DAY Slackpacking Trip - Central Shenandoah.  
Hike the entire historic Central Section of the A.T. (34 miles) in Shenandoah National Park 
with only a daypack and spend 3 nights in Potomac Appalachian Trail Club rustic cabins 
near the A.T.. The central section of the Shenandoah National Park is the highest section of 
the park, offering the last New England vegetation found until Vermont northward; ridges 
contain wildlife – grouse, turkey, and raptors – with frequent deer and bear sightings. At 
the end of each 7 to 10 mile day you retrieve your pack containing sleeping bag, camp 
attire, and group food for the evening and next day. Then backpack a mile or so to the PATC 
cabin. Each primitive cabin has cooking and eating utensils, bunks, and mattresses. Evening 
programs, section hiking skill, and natural science sessions are included in the hike format. 
Requirement: Each participant must attend the pre-slackpack workshop (S1805) on Saturday, 
July 18th at 3:30 PM and be in strong hiking shape. Return 5:00 PM, July 23rd. Meet at 
Excursion Parking Lot. $90 PIA includes cabin rental and food. Carpool rates $25 PAS.

Details: First Day: US 211/Skyline Drive (Panoroma Parking) hike A.T. south to Corbin Cabin, 
8.4 mi 2200 ft elev gain. Second Day: Corbin Cabin trail to A.T. and hike A.T. south to Rock 
Spring Cabin cutoff trail, 8.0 mi 1300 ft elev. gain. Third Day: Rock Spring Cabin cutoff trail 
to A.T. and hike A.T. south to junction with Bearfence Mountain Trail and Pocosin Cabin, 
10.3 mi 1300 ft elev. gain. Fourth Day: Bearfence Mountain cutoff trail to A.T. and hike A.T. 
south to Swift Run Gap/U.S. 33 SNP entrance station, 10.2 miles 1000 ft elevation gain.  

Tuesday, July 21, 2015
6:00 to 7:00 AM - S2110 Hatha Yoga, Terrie Sheaffer.  
Mixed level Hatha Yoga Class. Will include a long warm up before doing either Sun or Moon 
Salute. May include a bit of Pilates type exercises. On Campus, Aiken Hall. 

7:30 AM - S2111 Field Workshop - Traditional Edged Tools, Mr. Patrick Wilson, PATC, 
Dan Dueweke, PATC.  
This workshop will introduce volunteers to cutting tools used for trail maintenance. It will 
cover crosscut saws and axe techniques for clearing blowdowns, loppers and pruning saws 
for limbing, weeders and swing blades for brush cutting, and the care and maintenance of 
these tools for longer life. Note that this workshop will provide an introduction to crosscut 
saws but is not a substitute for USFS crosscut saw training and will not result in a sawyer card. 
All participants will receive hands-on training for each tool presented. Participants must bring 
gloves, sturdy footwear, and a bag lunch. (If staying overnight: bring sleeping bag for bunk, 
towel for outdoor shower, tent if desired; meals and lunch for 2nd day provided; only privies 
available on site.) Leave SU at 7:30 AM. Workshop is 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. 60 miles RT. Black-
burn Trail Center. Meet at Excursion Parking Lot. Meal at the Blackburn Trail Center costs 
same as at SU PAS. Blackburn overnight, $10 PAS. Carpool rate $6 PAS RT ($3 if one way). 

Tuesday: 8:00 AM to 6:30 PM; Wednesday 7:30 AM to 5:30 PM
S2112 2 DAY Wilderness First Aid - Certification Class, Matt Rosefsky, MEDIC SOLO 
Disaster and Wilderness Medical School. Wilderness First Aid Course (2-year SOLO certifica-
tion). Hands-on; learn how to save life and limb during the critical minutes or hours before 
ambulance/hospital arrival, resulting in the SOLO WFA 2 year certification. Approved by the 
ACA, BSA and more. Classroom instruction and Q&A are interwoven with practical problem-
solving exercises; hands-on scenarios comprise about 50 % of the class. No prerequisites. 
Ages 12+. On-time arrival and full attendance required for certification. Additional details 
will be provided after registration. More info: www.solowfa.com or 434-INJURED. TWO DAY 
COURSE! Tuesday: 8:00 AM to 6:30 PM; Wednesday 7:30 AM to 5:30 PM. On Campus, 
Aiken Hall. $120 PIA (save 35 % off usual fees!) Bring lunch, 
drinks, and snacks. 

Wednesday, July 22, 2015
5:30 to 6:30 PM - S2213 Yoga, Cheri Tower.  
Mixed level Hatha Yoga Class. Will include a long warm up 
before doing either Sun or Moon Salute. May include a bit of 
Pilates type exercises. On Campus, Aiken Hall. 

7:30 AM - S2214 Field Workshop - Rigging  
Mr. Patrick Wilson, PATC, Mr. Dan Dueweke, PATC.  
This workshop will introduce volunteers to safe rigging 
practices used with Griphoist wire rope pullers. Discussion topics will include slings and sling 
angles, shackles, chain baskets, blocks and mechanical advantage, anchor and offset anchor 
points, working load limits, and Griphoist maintenance. This workshop will be given at the 
introductory level for people unfamiliar with rigging techniques. Participants must bring 
gloves, sturdy footwear, and a bag lunch. Leave SU at 7:30 AM. Workshop is 9:00 AM to 
5:00 PM. 60 miles RT. Blackburn Trail Center. Meet at Excursion Parking Lot. Bring lunch 
for the second day if you participate in the S2111 Field Workshop the day before and stay 
overnight at Blackburn. Carpool rate $6 PAS RT ($3 if one way). 

7:30 AM - S2215 2 DAY Slackpacking Trip - Roller Coaster.  
This strenuous 2 day, daypacking trip includes an overnight stay at Bear’s Den Hostel. This 
trip will enable you to complete the 10 hill, 13 mile infamous “Roller Coaster” section of the 
A.T. At the end of the first day, you arrive at Bear’s Den, where your sleeping bag, camp at-
tire, and food will be awaiting your arrival and you can take a shower and have ice cream for 
dessert! You will spend the night at a semi-primitive Potomac Appalachian Cabin (no plumb-
ing but electricity) bunks and access to full kitchen facilities, where the evening program 
will consist of stories from the class of the 2015 A.T. Thru hikers whom have made it this 
far on their trek to Katahdin. (Showers are available at the Bear’s Den Hostel.) Requirement: 
Each participant must attend the pre-slackpack workshop (S1805) on Saturday, July 18th at 
3:30 PM and be in strong hiking shape. Return 5:00 PM, July 23. Shuttles provided. Meet at 
Excursion Parking Lot. $45 PIA includes cabin rental, food, and shuttles. 

Details: First Day: Hike the A.T. North from VA 605/A.T. junction to Bears Den Cabin: 6.2 mi 
1300 ft elev. gain. Second Day: Drive to VA 605/A.T. junction and hike South to US 50/A.T. 
junction 7.2 mi 500 ft elev. gain. 

Thursday, July 23, 2015
6:30 to 7:30 AM - S2316 Yoga, Cheri Tower.  
A typical early morning yoga class transitions from gentle warm-ups and mat-based poses to 
standing postures that focus on balance as well as stretching and toning the major muscle 
groups. Variations of poses offered for experienced and intermediate students, as well as 
beginners. Ends with guided relaxation. On Campus, Aiken Hall. 
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EXCURSIONS
Thirty-five (35) exciting excursions have been 
scheduled to highlight the beauty, culture, history 
and opportunities for adventure that abound in the 
Shenandoah Valley and surrounding areas. None of 
the excursions are repeated. 

EXCURSION REGISTRATION 
All excursions listed as (PIA) require that fees be Paid 
In Advance as part of your biennial registration by 
May 31, 2015. Excursion registrations processed after 
May 31, will need to sign up and pay for these activi-
ties in person at Conference Registration (if applicable 
and space is available.)

Some Excursions require that participants Pay at 
Site (PAS) for such things as food, drinks, housing, 
sundries, carpool rates, or park entrance fees. These 
payments are made directly to the vendor or driver as 
appropriate. Please be prepared to make the neces-
sary PAS payments in cash. 

REFUNDS
Attendees who have registered online and paid for an 
excursion “in advance” (PIA) and then decide not to 
go on a chosen Excursion, have until May 31, 2015, 
to go online and change their registration to receive a 
refund. ATC will issue the refund as soon as possible.

After May 31, 2015, there will be NO refunds for (PIA) 
excursions unless the excursion is cancelled due to 
insufficient registrations (in which case, ATC will issue 
the refund as soon as possible). Registrants have the 
option of “re-selling” their excursion reservation to 
someone else at the conference by posting a notice in 
the Registration area. Conference volunteers will not 
assist in brokering excursion tickets/spaces. 

GROUP SIZE 
Each excursion has a group size limit, so early registra-
tion is REQUIRED. Once an Excursion is full, you may 
visit the conference registration website to see if a 
spot has opened up due to a cancellation. If a spot 
opens at a later date, you may register for that Excur-
sion and pay the appropriate fee (when applicable.) 
There will be no wait list.

TRANSPORTATION 
For several of the Excursions, shuttle vans or buses will 
be provided. There will be vans/buses provided for all 
three winery tours, to the A.T. Museum, to Gettysburg, 

and to Washington, D.C. (see individual Excursions for 
details.) Should a particular Excursion not reach the 
minimum group size, some transportation may revert 
to carpooling or an excursion may be cancelled. 

When registering for ANY Excursion, please 
indicate your willingness to drive. 

CHILDREN
Children under 18 years of age who meet the mini-
mum age and weight requirements, (as specified for 
each excursion), and are accompanied by a parent 
or adult guardian are welcome on any excursion that 
they are capable of doing and for which they are 
properly equipped. For all water activities, children 
MUST be able to swim. Families with young children 
are encouraged to look for the family (FAM) designa-
tion and note any specific age limits.

WAIVERS
The following Excursions have specific limitations and 
require specific additional waivers be signed by each 
participant: 
•	 All	water	activities;
•	 Rock	climbing;
•	 Zip	line;
•	 Bike	rides;	and
•	 Horseback	riding.

Minors must have a waiver signed by a parent or 
legal guardian. Excursions requiring additional waivers 
are indicated in the descriptions. Waivers should be 
completed and brought with the participant to the 
excursion departure area. Once your registration is 
confirmed, if it requires the additional waiver, you may 
go to www.atc2015.org, click on the tab for “Waivers 
& Forms,” and locate the form(s) for your excursion(s). 
Print the form(s), fill it out and bring it with you to the 
conference.

SHOULD I RENT OR BRING MY OWN?  
Several of the Excursions make use of bikes, canoes, 
kayaks, and rock climbing gear. All of these Excur-
sions offer the option of renting or bringing your own 
equipment. 

BIKE RIDES 
If you chose to bring your own bike, here is what you 
should know.
•	 The	Antietam	Battlefield	trip	will	be	over	paved	

roads. Either a road bike (skinny tires) or hybrid 
bike (wider tires but not knobby mountain bike 
tires) will be fine. 

•	 For	the	C	&	O	Canal	Towpath	ride	to	Harpers	
Ferry, either a hybrid or mountain bike is suitable.

•	 The	Western	Maryland	Rail	Trail	trip	is	on	a	
paved trail, so either road or hybrid will work. 
If you would like to ride the return leg on the 
parallel C & O Canal Towpath, bring a hybrid.

ROCK CLIMBING
•	 Rock	climbing	equipment,	including	shoes,	is	

included in the cost of the excursion. Should 
you wish to bring all your own equipment and 
top rope in the same area, you are free to do so 
(free). 

•	 You	also	have	the	option	to	bring	your	own	
harnesses, shoes and belay devices, but if you 
plan on participating with the group, using the 
guides’ ropes and/or receiving instruction or help, 
you will have to pay the full excursion fee. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS & PROPER 
EQUIPMENT
•	 FOR	ALL	WATER	ACTIVITIES:	Participants	must	

be able to swim and come equipped with ap-
propriate footwear. Bare feet and flip-flops are 
not allowed! It is highly recommended that each 
person wear a bathing suit and bring sun screen 
and a bottle of water. 

•	 ZIP-LINE:	Participants	must	be	in	reasonably	good	
health, able to walk a mile, and must be able to 
pass Ground School. All participants are required 
to wear closed-toe shoes. Open toed flip-flops 
and sandals are NOT permitted on course. 

•	 BIKE	TRIPS:	Those	taking	part	in	any	bicycle	
excursion must wear a bike helmet. If you are 
signed up for the Harpers Ferry or Antietam 
Battle rides, helmets are included in the rental, 
so you do not need to bring your own. If signed 
up for the Western Maryland trip, bring a hel-
met, as helmets are not included in the rental. 

BIKING ON YOUR OWN
Helmet laws in the 3-state region are as follows (this 
information is for those who may be bringing bikes 
and riding on their own, not as part of an excursion):
•	 Virginia:	No	statewide	law,	but	in	nearby	Clarke	

County, children aged 14 or under must wear 
helmets.

•	 West	Virginia:	Children	15	or	under	must	wear	
helmets.

•	 Maryland:	Helmets	required	for	children	16	and	
under.
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2015 BIENNIAL EXCURSIONS

Saturday, July 18, 2015
6:30 AM - E1801 Birding at Blandy Farm, VA Arboretum. Hear and See About Birding!  
The VA Arboretum, fields, woodlots, and ephemeral wetlands at Blandy Experimental Farm provide habitat for a diversity of nesting and migrating birds. Common summer birds include Red-
tailed and Red-shouldered Hawks, American Kestrels, Yellow-billed Cuckoos, Red-headed Woodpeckers, Willow Flycatchers, Purple Martins, Indigo Buntings, and Eastern Meadowlark. A blue-
bird trail of over 100 boxes supports a large population of Eastern Bluebirds and Tree Swallows and is part of Cornell University's bluebird trail citizen science network. (See birding workshops on 
Saturday afternoon and Hikes for more opportunities at this location.) FAM. Return 10:30 AM. 20 miles RT. Carpool rate $2 PAS. 

8:30 AM - E1802 Potomac Eagle Train Trip, Romney, WV.  
Scenic train ride through the trough of the South Branch of the Potomac River. The historic Potomac Eagle Scenic Railroad is one of America's most beautiful train rides. For three hours enjoy a 
narrated excursion through a tranquil and pristine mountain valley. View historic farms and lush mountain greenery. Around every curve you are rewarded with the splendor of native wildflow-
ers, evergreens, and mixed hardwoods in an unspoiled countryside environment. Experience "The Trough," a spectacular narrow mountain valley. Below you runs the South Branch of the 
Potomac River, where the water is so clear that you can see fish as they lie resting in the shade. Above you, the high mountain walls and thick forest help keep a secret few have discovered. 
Bring your cameras for a great family outing. History and scenic beauty combine for an awesome travel experience. Food available on train; may bring small coolers. FAM. Return 4:30 PM. 84 
miles RT. Carpool rate $8 PAS. Food PAS or bring lunch. Cost $50 PIA. (Ages 4 to 12, $20 PIA). 

8:30 AM - E1803 A Day in Front Royal, VA.  
The day in Front Royal includes a walking tour around historic Front Royal (app. 1 mile) including stops at two museums and the Heritage Society, lunch at the Main Street Mill Restaurant, and 
a driving tour of the Battle of Front Royal, "Brother Against Brother" – with ten signed and guided stops. Led by Warren Heritage Society Executive Director and Historian Patrick Farris. FAM. 
Return 4:30 PM. 54 miles RT. Carpool rate $5 PAS. Lunch PAS. Cost $20 PIA. 

10:30 AM - E1804 GPS Field Trip, VA.  
Observe and practice the field surveying procedures performed by the PATC GPS Rangers when surveying trails. Bring lunch and water and wear hiking footwear. Recommended prerequisite 
workshop: "The PATC GPS Rangers Project." FAM. Return 4:30 PM. 50 miles RT. Carpool rate $5 PAS. 

9:30 AM - E1805 VA Arboretum and Blandy Farm, VA.  
Visit the State Arboretum of Virginia for a tour of its grounds, gardens, and collections. Gardens and plantings include perennial beds, pollination garden, community garden, native plant trail, 
and warm-season meadow. Collections include conifers, experimental chestnut orchards, a ginkgo grove of over 300 trees, and more. A box lunch is included, which can be eaten indoors or 
outside. Dress for the weather and wear comfortable shoes for walking. FAM. Return 2:00 PM. 20 miles RT. Carpool rate $2 PAS. Cost $25 PIA includes lunch and tour. 

8:30 AM - E1806 Caving at Shenandoah Caverns, VA.  
Shenandoah Caverns has been thrilling visitors of all ages for over 90 years. It's the only cavern in Virginia with elevator service, so explorers of all ages can enjoy this underground world of 
wonders. There are no stairs. The caverns remain a comfortable 56 degrees year round. An hour long guided tour takes you on a one mile trek on crushed gravel pathways through seventeen 
rooms, each one more spectacular than the next. There will also be time to visit The Yellow Barn to see historic displays and a vast collection of restored carriages and farm vehicles. There is also 
The Main Street of Yesteryear with its 100 enlarged window displays of famous stores of yesteryear. And, there is the Parade Float Exhibition; a huge collection of 27 Parade Floats from national 
events like Presidential Inaugurals, Thanksgiving Day Parades, and more. Free wine tasting in one of the buildings. Photos are allowed. Wear a light jacket and comfortable shoes. FAM. Return 
2:00 PM. 92 miles RT. Carpool rate $9 PAS. Bring lunch, picnic tables available or PAS at 1957 Retro Café. Cost $15 PIA. 

Sunday, July 19, 2015
6:30 AM - E1907 Birds and Birdsong of the Central A.T. at Blandy Farm, VA Arboretum.  
A walk around the grounds of the Virginia Arboretum looking for and listening for birds. (Also see birding workshops on Saturday afternoon). FAM. Return 10:30 AM. 20 miles RT. Carpool rate 
$2 PAS. 

7:30 AM - E1908 Rapidan Camp, Shenandoah, VA.  
Rapidan Camp, the summer retreat established by President and Mrs. Herbert Hoover during his administration is located within the boundaries of Shenandoah National Park. The camp has re-
cently been restored to its 1929 appearance and is an excellent reflection of not only its era, but also of President Hoover. Will also include stop at Byrd Visitor Center and Skyline Drive overlooks. 
(See Hikes for more opportunities to this location.) Bring box lunch. Food also available at Big Meadows Wayside. FAM. Return 5:00 PM. 150 miles RT, transportation provided. Bring lunch or 
PAS. Plus park entrance fee PAS. Cost $25 PIA incl. transportation. 

8:30 AM - E1909 A Day in Harpers Ferry, WV.  
Spend a day in Harpers Ferry with David Gilbert, local historian and author of “A Walker's Guide to Harpers Ferry, West Virginia.” Enjoy a stop at the Harpers Ferry National Park Visitor Center, 
ride the shuttle downtown to enjoy a living history workshop, tour the downtown museums, join a guided horse and wagon tour and enjoy lunch at historic White Hall Tavern. Walk 0.6 mile 
up to the Appalachian Trail Conservancy headquarters and stop at PATC High Acre cabin for an afternoon snack and drinks before returning downtown for the ride back to Winchester. Wear 
comfortable shoes. (See Hikes for additional activities in/near Harpers Ferry.) FAM. Return 4:30 PM. 64 miles RT. Carpool rate $6 PAS. Plus park entrance fee PAS. Cost $28 PIA. Cost $0 for 6 and 
under. Everyone must register. 

1:00 PM - E1910 Geocaching Your Way Through Hiking and History – a Civil War Experience, VA.  
Join representatives from the Northern Virginia Geocaching Organization for an opportunity to get hands-on geocaching experience while learning more about the Winchester Civil War battle-
field. You will be using your GPSr or Smartphone to go on a search for several different types of geocaches! Everyone, from newcomers to experienced geocachers, will be able to enjoy several 
geocaching challenges while also benefiting from the chance to learn a little Civil War history and also enjoy the great outdoors on an easy geocaching hike around the battlefield. (Limited 
extra GPSrs will be available for those people who need one.) Participants should bring beverages and snacks to keep them going during an afternoon of light walking. (See related geocaching 
workshop to be held Sunday morning.) FAM. Return 4:30 PM. 5 miles RT. Carpool rate $1 PAS. 

10:30 AM - E1911 Chesapeake & Ohio Canal: Canal Features.  
Visit historic features along the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal at Big Slackwater and Williamsport. At Big Slackwater you will see a lock, culvert, waste weir, dam, guard lock, and modern features 
including the Big Slackwater raised path. Within a half mile walk of the Williamsport Visitor’s Center, you will see: A re-watered section of canal, aqueduct, lock house, another lock, turning 
basin, railroad lift bridge, and a Bollman iron truss bridge. At Williamsport, you can borrow a bike from the canal’s visitors center and ride on the towpath and ride in one of the historic boats on 
the rewatered section of the canal. Recommended: Sunday morning workshop "History and Recreation along the C&O Canal." (See Hikes 19 and 34 for additional activities on the C&O Canal 
Towpath.) FAM. Return 5:30 PM. 87 miles RT. Carpool rate $9 PAS. Bring lunch and drinks. 

9:30 AM - E1912 Walk in the Woods – Sustaining Our Forests and Wildlife (WV).  
This field workshop will be conducted in Hampshire County, West Virginia at Dr. Moni Dey's property near Yellow Spring. This informational tour will allow participants to find out what is 
happening in private family forests and woodlands locally. The tour will show how a local landowner is managing his 20 acres of forest. During the Walk in the Woods, participants will identify 
native trees and wildflowers, discuss forest access roads, learn about forest management, and hike along a trail that was established with the help of a USDA Natural Resources Conservation 
Service grant. The tour will be enjoyable for anyone who enjoys spending time in the woods. Bring lunch. Drinks provided. FAM. Return 5:30 PM. 58 mi RT. Carpool rate $6 PAS. 

8:00 PM - E1913 Stargazing at Sky Meadows State Park, VA.  
The Northern Virginia Astronomy Club (NOVAC ) will lead a short night walk showing the participants how to use the night sky for directions. The walk will end at a celestial observation point 
in Sky Meadows State Park, where NOVAC and/or other local astronomy clubs will have several telescopes set on celestial phenomena they are currently studying. Each telescope will have an 
amateur astronomer to discuss their observations; and provide an opportunity for the participants to observe several celestial phenomena. Wear suitable shoes and long pants; bring water, bug 
repellant, and headlamp with “red” light or flashlight (Please cover flashlights with a red filter or a brown paper bag). (See Hikes for additional activities at this park.) FAM. Return 11:00 PM. 40 
miles RT. Carpool rate $4 PAS. Park entrance fee $5 per car. 
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Monday, July 20, 2015
6:00 AM - E2014 Birding at Shenandoah University, VA.  
Join expert birders for a one hour, sunrise bird walk on campus. Bring binoculars and your favorite field guide, if you have them. (Also see birding workshops on Saturday afternoon). FAM. No 
driving. 1 hour. No Cost. 

7:30 AM - E2015 AT Museum and Pine Grove Furnace, PA.  
Enjoy discovering a number of historical delights near the half-way point of the Appalachian Trail! The A.T. Museum, located in Pennsylvania’s Pine Grove Furnace State Park, is housed in a 
building that is itself a historical artifact, a structure built more than two hundred years ago as a grist mill. It stands across the road from the Pine Grove general store, a site famed in hiker lore. 
It is here that thru-hikers traditionally stop to celebrate reaching the midpoint by eating – or attempting to eat – a half gallon of ice cream in one sitting. Nearby is the Ironmasters Mansion, 
currently a hostel and once a stop on the famed Underground Railroad. Explore the A.T. Museum, discover unique local history, take some photos at the A.T. half-way marker in Michaux State 
Forest, and enjoy lunch and perhaps even complete your own “half-gallon challenge”! FAM. Return 5:30 PM. 190 miles RT, transportation provided. Picnic lunch provided $10 PAS. Cost $20 
PIA incl. transportation. 

8:00 AM - E2016 Rock Climbing I, Basic Intro, WV.  
Basic introduction to rock climbing in the George Washington National Forest. Course will cover the basics of rock climbing gear and how it is used to climb safely. Participants will climb using 
a top rope and learn to belay each other. Participants will need to provide their own water and lunch. All rock climbing equipment is provided. Participants will need to wear comfortable, loose 
fitting clothing appropriate for the weather and close toed shoes. Bring a day pack for camera, bug stuff, lunch, water, etc.. Rock climbing shoes will be provided (provide shoe size if desired). 
Waivers required. FAM. Minimum age 10. Return 5 PM. 60 miles RT. Carpool rate $6 PAS. Cost $90 PIA. 

8:30 AM - E2017 Biking at Antietam Battlefield, PA/MD.  
Take a scenic 19 mile bike ride from quaint Shepherdstown, West Virginia to Antietam National Battlefield Park, scene of the bloodiest one day battle in American history. Exploring the park will 
include a stop at the Visitor Center to watch a 26 minute film narrated by James Earl Jones and to browse the Museum Store, followed by a leisurely 8.5 mile self-guided bike ride through the 
park that includes 11 stops at historic locations along the way. Portions of the ride getting to the park are on heavily-traveled roads, but there is a wide shoulder in most places. The battlefield 
tour inside the park is on pavement and there is some car traffic, but very slow. The terrain is hilly. There will be stops coming and going to the park for snacks, drinks, and restrooms. Helmets 
are required and part of Trail Bike rental price. You can also bring your own. Waivers required. Provide height, so proper size bikes can be ready upon arrival. FAM. Minimum age 15. Return 4:30 
PM. 74 miles RT. Carpool rate $7 PAS. PAS for lunch and park entrance fee. Cost $37 bike rental option, $10 no rental, PIA. 

9:15 AM - E2018 Water I: Tubing on the Antietam River to Potomac, WV/MD/VA.  
Take an exclusive 4 to 5 hour tubing trip and escape the crowded waterways of Harpers Ferry – under stone-arch bridges and a canopy of trees. Putting in a quarter mile below the well-
photographed Burnside Bridge, you will begin the tour floating through sections of Antietam National Battlefield, a cornerstone of our nation's history. As you float on the riffles and ledges of 
this scenic, beginner whitewater stream, your cares will melt away. Kids and adults alike will love seeing mallards, blue herons, and water turtles in their natural home. Because the stream is 
spring-fed, the water will refresh you even when the air temperature breaks through the 90s. A picnic lunch will be provided. Antietam Creek River Tubing is perfect for families! Must be able to 
swim. You MUST wear shoes that stay on feet for this activity, no bare feet or flip flops. Recommended: bathing suit, bottle of water, sun screen. Waiver required. FAM. Minimum age 7 and 50 
pounds. Return at 4:30 PM. 66 miles RT. Carpool rate $7 PAS. Cost $42 PIA. 

10:30 AM - E2019 VA Winery and Lunch (Bluemont).  
Come spend a few relaxing hours at Bluemont Vineyard, on the eastern slope of the Blue Ridge Mountains, for a personalized wine tasting and delicious buffet lunch. As you savor exceptional 
wines, you can take in the spectacular panoramic views from their wine tasting room or patio. Be sure to pack binoculars, because on a good day, you can see the Washington Monument. 
ADULTS. Return 3:00 PM. 46 miles RT, transportation provided. PAS for wine beyond tasting. Cost $45 PIA includes lunch, tasting, transportation. 

Tuesday, July 21, 2015
7:30 AM - E2120 Gettysburg National Military Park, PA.  
Explore the history of one of the nations’ most historic Civil War battlefields. A comfortable air-conditioned bus will transport you to the park with your own Civil War historian on board. Upon 
arrival, take some time to stroll through the Visitor Center’s extensive museum about Gettysburg and the Civil War, the fully restored Gettysburg Cyclorama that dramatically depicts “Pickett’s 
Charge”, and the film “A New Birth of Freedom,” narrated by award-winning actor Morgan Freeman. After lunch on your own at the Visitor Center’s refreshment saloon that offers snacks, 
sandwiches and drinks in a Civil War period atmosphere. Re-board the bus for a guided tour of the battleground with several stops for exploring. Guided tour will be led by Eric Campbell, cur-
rent Chief of Interpretation at Cedar Creek and Belle Grove National Historical Park, and a former 20 year park ranger-historian at Gettysburg National Military Park. FAM. Return 6:00 PM. 180 
miles RT, transportation provided. Bring lunch and drinks or PAS. Cost $50 PIA includes movies, tours and transportation. 

8:30 AM - E2121 Rock Climbing II, Adventure (Basic or Exp Req), WV.  
Rock climbing in the George Washington National Forest. This course is designed for climbers who have some experience top rope climbing or have taken the Level I course. The focus will be 
on movement skills on the rock and rappelling technique. Participants will need to provide their own water and lunch. All rock climbing equipment is provided. Participants will need to wear 
comfortable, loose fitting clothing appropriate for the weather and close toed shoes. Bring a day pack for camera, bug stuff, lunch, water, etc.. Rock climbing shoes will be provided (provide 
shoe size if desired). Waivers required. FAM. Minimum age 10. Return 5:00 PM. 60 miles RT. Carpool rate $6 PAS. Cost $90 PIA. 

8:30 AM - E2122 Biking C&O Towpath, Brunswick to Harpers Ferry, MD/WV.  
A relaxing 12 mile bike ride along the C&O Canal Towpath, from the quaint village of Brunswick, MD to historic Harpers Ferry. Enjoy a walk around Harpers Ferry at the halfway point, visit some 
of its historic sites, and have lunch at one of the town’s fine restaurants (or bring a picnic lunch), before riding back to Brunswick. At the end of your journey, stop at Beans in the Belfry (historic 
church turned coffee shop) for ice cream sundaes. Family and senior friendly pace. Waiver required for rentals. FAM. Minimum age 10. Return 4:00 PM. 76 miles RT. Bring lunch and drinks or 
PAS. Carpool rate $8 PAS. Cost $40 for bike/helmet rental and $10 if no rentals PIA. 

8:30 AM - E2123 Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute Tour, VA.  
The Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute (SCBI) serves as an umbrella for the Smithsonian’s global effort to conserve species and train future generations of conservationists. The SCBI is 
headquartered in Front Royal, Virginia, at the facility previously known as the National Zoo’s Conservation and Research Center. Tour consists of a driving/walking tour of the property where you 
will have the opportunity to see several of the endangered species housed at the facility, such as South American maned wolves, cheetahs, cranes, Przewalski’s horses and more, while learning 
about research being conducted at the Zoo, SCBI, and around the world. Note: animals seen are subject to change due to breeding and research restrictions. Targeted to mature audience due 
to reproductive themes. ADULTS. Return 2:00 PM. 54 miles RT. Carpool rate $5 PAS. Bring lunch and drinks or PAS. Cost $10 PIA. 

8:30 AM - E2124 Water II: Canoe/Kayak and Hike on Shenandoah River, VA.  
This trip combines a lovely, flat hike along the Shenandoah River (great mountain views, too) with a gentle canoe or kayak trip back to the parking area. Each “leg” of the trip is approximately 
3 miles. The South Fork of the Shenandoah River flows from Port Republic on the east side of the Valley south of Massanutten to Front Royal, where it joins the North Fork of the Shenandoah. 
Although marred by several dams, this part of the Shenandoah Valley is stunningly beautiful, and the river’s deep serpentine bends give the canoeist full views of Massanutten and the Blue 
Ridge. There are no large rapids at normal water levels, although some big waves can form during high water. The park offers a car top access area in the day-use area (if you bring it in on the 
top of your car, you can put it in the river). Must be able to swim. Hiking footwear required. Waiver required. FAM. Minimum age 7. Return at 3:30 PM. 66 miles RT. Carpool $7 PAS. Parking fee 
$4 per car PAS. Cost $25 per person (2/canoe), $32 per person (1/kayak), $10, no rentals all PIA. Bring lunch and water. 
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Wednesday, July 22, 2015
9:30 AM - E2225 Old Town Historic Winchester, VA.  
Join local historian Patrick Farris for an historic walking tour beginning at Winchester's oldest home, Abram's Delight, right near the university campus. The home and the 18th century log cabin 
on the property tell the story of the early Valley settlers. After a short drive, you will arrive in Old Town Winchester, where you will be led on a guided tour to several of the town’s historic mu-
seums and sites. The tour will include Stonewall Jackson's Headquarters Museum, George Washington's Office Museum, the Old Courthouse Civil War Museum, and after another short drive, 
visit the Kernstown Battlefield. During the tour, you can stop for lunch in one of Winchester’s many fine restaurants, or bring your lunch and eat on the square. Led by Warren Heritage Society 
Exec. Director Patrick Farris. FAM. Return at 3:30 PM. 4 miles RT. Carpool rate $1 plus parking PAS. Lunch PAS. Cost $20 PIA includes museums and tours. 

8:00 AM - E2226 Zip Line at Shenandoah River State Park, VA.  
Soar through the Shenandoah hardwood forest at speeds which can exceed 40 miles per hour and at heights reaching 90 feet above the forest floor – all while attached to two steel cables. 
The canopy tour finale is an adrenaline pumping 1,035 ft. zip down the face of the ridge to on a rappel. Participants will enjoy stunning views of the Massanutten Mountains and will also learn 
the rich history of the Shenandoah Valley, native plant species, and the wild inhabitants who make the woods their home. All participants receive individual safety and braking training and are 
accompanied by two certified eco-trained guides. Participants are attached to cables by lanyards whenever above the forest floor. All safety equipment is handled by the trained guides 100% of 
the time. Virginia Canopy Tours™ reserves the right to exclude anyone from participation. Participants must be in reasonably good health, able to walk a mile, and must be able to pass Ground 
School. All participants are required to wear closed-toe shoes. Open toed flip-flops and sandals will NOT be permitted on course. Pregnant women, people with heart, leg, or back problems, or 
other serious illnesses will not be allowed to participate in the Tour. Waiver required. FAM. Minimum age 10 and 70 pounds (max 270 pounds). Return at 3:00 PM. 66 miles RT. Park parking fee 
of $4 per car PAS. Carpool rate $7 PAS. Bring lunch and drinks. Cost $79 PIA. 

8:30 AM - E2227 Biking Western Maryland Rail Trail, MD.  
The 22 mile Western Maryland Rail Trail lies one hundred yards or less from the parallel C & O Canal towpath, but it offers bike riders the advantage of a smooth asphalt surface. For a more 
varied experience, riders can switch over to the C & O coming back to get river views and an old-fashioned surface. The northern terminus is 11 miles from the start. Those not interested in 
a 22 mile ride can just turn back wherever and meet us at C &O Bicycles. The bike ride is expected to take between 2 and 3 hours. After the ride, we’ll eat lunch in Hancock, MD. We’ll also 
have time for another stop before returning to Winchester. The group can decide between a visit to Fort Frederick State Park ($3 per car) or hanging out in historic Berkeley Springs, WV. Waiver 
required for bike rentals. FAM. Minimum age 10. Return 3:30 PM. 84 miles RT. Carpool rate $9. Lunch PAS. Cost $21 for a three hour bike rental, or $10 no rentals, all PIA. 

9:30 AM - E2228 Museum of the Shenandoah Valley and Gardens, VA.  
A visit to this museum is a must for any trip to the Shenandoah Valley! First opened in the spring of 2005, the Museum of the Shenandoah Valley (MSV) tells the story of the great region for 
which it is named. Designed by Michael Graves, the MSV anchors a regional history museum complex that also includes the Glen Burnie Historic House and six acres of spectacular gardens. See 
what’s blooming and learn about the latest garden developments on a behind-the-scenes tour. There is something for everyone here: European, American, and Shenandoah Valley furniture, 
decorative arts, and paintings; an amazing collection of furnished miniature houses and rooms; state-of-the-art audio and video presentations; hands-on activities for children; a Museum Café 
serving lunch and desserts; and a Museum Store. FAM. Return at 3:00 PM. 5 miles RT. Carpool rate $1 PAS. Cost $27 includes museum, tour, and buffet lunch PIA. 

8:00 AM - E2229 Water III: Guided Shenandoah White Water Raft Trip.  
This popular trip will guide you through the splashing white water of the Shenandoah and Potomac Rivers near Harpers Ferry, West Virginia, and is located where Maryland, Virginia and West 
Virginia come together. This 7 mile river excursion provides a wonderful experience for beginner to intermediate paddlers looking to enjoy class I-III white water rapids and breathtaking scenery. 
River Riders has the expertise, guides, and equipment to meet all your outdoor adventure needs. 2 to 3 hours long. Rafts, paddles, PFD (Personal Floatation Device), beverage, and shuttle to and 
from the river are provided. No previous rafting experience is required, however, participants should have no fear of water activities. Remember, YOU WILL GET WET, so dress appropriately! You 
MUST wear shoes for this activity, no bare feet or flip flops. You must be able to swim. Waiver required. FAM. Minimum age 7 and 50 pounds. Return 3:00 PM. 60 miles RT. Carpool rate $6 
PAS. Cost $58 includes raft trip and lunch (hamburger/hot dog) PIA. 

11:00 AM - E2230 VA Winery Lunch and Ghost Tour (Valerie Hill).  
Join us for an entertaining journey to one of the area’s premier wineries, Valerie Hill Vineyard & Winery, a Federal style brick manor house built in 1807 by Revolutionary War Captain Peter Rust. 
Spend several delightful hours having a wine tasting, catered lunch, and a guided tour through the Manor House. The tour will focus on the house’s history and the hauntings that have been 
occurring there for at least five decades!  ADULTS. Return at 3 PM. 21 miles RT, transportation provided. Cost $55 PIA includes tasting, lunch, tour, and transportation. 

9:30 AM - E2231 National Conservation Training Center, WV.  
Visit the National Conservation Training Center in Shepherdstown, WV. Discover the last 200 years of history written on the landscape here. Visit the Conservation History Museum/Archives. Dis-
cover the efforts made to introduce a new generation of youth to NCTC’s conservation work. Trip will include a hike around the 540 acre campus, building tours, Youth and Nature presentation. 
NCTC is the primary training facility for federal conservationists. Bring lunch or eat at the NCTC Dining Hall PAS. FAM. Return by 4 PM. 40 miles RT. Carpool rate $4 PAS. Tour No Cost. 

Thursday, July 23, 2015
8:30 AM - E2332 Monumental Day in DC.  
Take a tour bus into our Nation’s Capital and ride one of the “Big Bus” tour buses around the Capital Mall visiting memorials, monuments, and museums. On the “Big Bus,” you may choose, 
either an entertaining commentary provided by an experienced guide or a recorded commentary available in several languages. We will hop on and off at a number of stops to visit monu-
ments and memorials (may include, Lincoln Memorial, Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, Ulysses Grant Memorial, Garfield Memorial, Thomas Jefferson Memorial, Washington Monument, 
Korean War Veterans Memorial, Vietnam Veterans Memorial, World War II Memorial, Martin Luther King Memorial.) Around lunch we will stop near the National Museum of the American 
Indian (NMAI) where you can enjoy lunch in the Mitsitam Café in the NMAI, or bring your lunch and eat on the National Mall. At this point, you will have the choice to go into any of the 3 free 
museums: Air and Space Museum, National Museum of the American Indian, or the U.S. Botanic Gardens Conservatory. We will continue back around the Mall and then ride the tour bus back 
to Winchester. FAM. Return by 5:30 PM. 155 miles RT, transportation provided. Bring lunch or PAS. Cost $70 PIA includes tour bus and “Big Bus.” 

8:30 AM - E2333 Horseback Riding in the Shenandoah Hills, VA.  
Come out and take a 1.5 hour trail ride back to nature. Experienced guides will take you on a relaxing journey where you will see some of the most breath-taking scenery in the northern 
Shenandoah Valley. Ride through herds of cattle, watch bald eagles soar in the wind, or enjoy the view of the Blue Ridge mountains. You will also ride over a mile of Cedar Creek frontage on 
grounds that witnessed the Civil War up close and are now in a conservation easement. Note: this is not an “in line” trail ride and will include creek crossings. Lemonade and homemade cook-
ies will be served at the conclusion of the ride and you will be back to Winchester in time for lunch. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Please wear boots, shoes with a small heel or non-slip tennis shoes 
(no flip flops or sandals). Long pants are best. You can ride with shorts, but you'll have to watch out for the occasional briar and may experience chafing on your legs. Waivers required.  FAM. 
Minimum age 10. Return by 12 Noon. 22 miles RT. Carpool rate $2 PAS. Cost $45 PIA. 

8:30 AM - E2334 Water IV: Canoe/Kayak South Branch Shenandoah River, VA.  
A 7.5 mile canoe/kayak trip on the South Branch of the Shenandoah River. The water in this section of the river moves along well, with the exception of one deadwater stretch. There are several 
Class 1 rapids and drops that require boaters to pick out the best way through, but nothing scary. There will be opportunities to stop and swim, and we will eat lunch along the bank. The South 
Fork of the Shenandoah River flows from Port Republic on the east side of the Valley south of Massanutten to Front Royal, where it joins the North Fork of the Shenandoah. Although marred by 
several dams, this part of the Shenandoah Valley is stunningly beautiful, and the river’s deep serpentine bends give the canoeist full views of Massanutten and the Blue Ridge. There are no large 
rapids at normal water levels, although some big waves can form during high water. The northern portions of the South Fork are navigable all year except in droughts. Must be able to swim. 
Waiver required for rental. FAM. Minimum age 7 and 50 pounds. Return by 3:30 PM. 66 miles RT. Bring lunch and water. Carpool rate $7 PAS. Cost $32 per person (2/canoe), $44 per person 
(1/kayak), or $10 if no rental all PIA. 

1:00 PM - E2335 VA Winery and Spycraft Talk (Miracle Valley).  
Join us for an entertaining mixture of wine and espionage as we visit Miracle Valley Vineyard for a wine tasting and an engaging presentation by Linda McCarthy. Ms. McCarthy is a 24 year 
veteran of the Central Intelligence Agency and is credited with the creation of the CIA Museum, a collection of espionage memorabilia located in the secured Agency Headquarters building in 
Langley, Virginia. This multi-dimensional espionage museum set the stage for similar publicly accessible attractions. Ms. McCarthy is also an Emmy Award winner and noted espionage historian. 

"Operation: Spycraft – Spy Toys from the World's Second-Oldest Profession” is a presentation like no other. Have you ever wondered what spies really use on their secret missions? Oftentimes 
these tools of the spy trade resemble those created by "Q" for James Bond. Sometimes they don't. Authentic espionage devices are highlighted in this program – from caltrops to cameras and 
so much more. Audiences are fascinated by seeing firsthand the actual items of tradecraft – "spyspeak" for the gadgets agents use to conduct missions, many of which were used by under-
cover operatives. The wine tasting includes a souvenir glass. ADULTS. Return at 5 PM. 54 miles RT, transportation provided. Cost $50 includes wine tasting, show, and transportation PIA. 
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ENTERTAINMENT & PRESENTATIONS
SATURDAY, JULY 18TH: 7:30 PM – ARMSTRONG CONCERT HALL (Opening of ATC Business Meeting)

Hammer Dulcimer: Maddie MacNeil 
Since 1972, when she began performing in Virginia’s Shenandoah National Park, Madeline MacNeil’s goal has always been to bring 
listeners into the song. Her interest in stories first brought the mountain and hammered dulcimers to her attention, for they are part of 
this country’s musical history. Beginning in 1983, her recording career now includes more than a dozen independent releases, includ-
ing tributes to her family heritage on Songs of Earth and Sea and her love for jazz on As Time Goes By. Heart’s Ease (classical and Celtic 
music featuring the hammered dulcimer) won an Indie for string music from NAIRD, while Christmas Comes Anew was a finalist for 
this coveted award. Her recording of “Shenandoah,” her signature song, has been used extensively in Public Television productions. The 
Barns at Wolf Trap has presented her in concert, and across the Atlantic, she has performed at the O’Carolan Festival in Keadue, County 

Roscommon, Ireland; the Glasgow Festival of the Arts in Scotland; and for the Nonsuch Dulcimer Gathering in East Norton, Leicestershire, England. For 
several years she was a touring artist under the sponsorship of the Virginia Commission for the Arts.

SUNDAY, JULY 19TH: 8:00 PM TO 9:30 PM – ARMSTRONG CONCERT HALL

“An Evening with George Burns”
Come spend an evening with one of America’s most endearing and enduring entertainers in show business history, George Burns. Close 
your eyes and imagine that you’re on a trip back in time as comedian Alan DeValerio, as the legendary Burns, relives the great perform-
ers life and career. From childhood, through Vaudeville, and his days in radio and TV with the wonderful Gracie Allen, Alan DeValerio has 
created a one-man show that pays wonderful tribute to George Burns. With this show, one is taken on a nostalgic trip down memory 
lane in the humorous, touching and unique way reminiscent of Mr. Burns himself. Alan DeValerio also provides engaging background 
information on the life and times of George Burns and Gracie Allen. Like Burns, DeValerio creates wonderful memories for the audience. 
This is a performance you will not want to miss.

MONDAY, JULY 20TH: 8:00 PM TO 9:30 PM

Gary Smallwood Band 
Gary’s style of music consists of Classic Rock, Country Rock, soulful Blues Rock or what he likes to call, “flat out guitar-driven rural 
contemporary music”…He has a great appreciation for all types of music and sometimes will incorporate soul, R&B, funk, country and 

‘show tunes’ into his playing. Gary has shared the stage with or supported such great acts as Robin Trower, Mahogany Rush, The Mar-
shall Tucker Band, Molly Hatchet, Johnny Winter, Little Feat, Michael Fath, Mary Ann Redmond and many more. His guitar playing, both 
electric and acoustic has been highly sought after by musicians as well as the public. He is a well-respected and hardworking musician, 
playing over 200 shows a year.

“AT<60 – An Unsupported Thru-hike in Record Time,” Matthew Kirk 
For Appalachian Trail thru-hikers, the historic credo, “Hike your own hike,” has a distinct and personal meaning. For Matt Kirk, after 
thru-hikes in 2001 and 2007, it meant an attempt to set the speed record for an “unsupported,” or more accurately, “self-supported” 
thru-hike of the Appalachian Trail. Beginning on June 10, 2013 at the northern terminus on Katahdin, Maine, he hiked southbound and 
reached the southern terminus at Springer Mountain, Georgia on August 7th, establishing the current record of 58 days, 9 hours, and 
38 minutes. Oddly enough, most questions about his hike are not about who, what, when, or where. Most follow the vein of, “Why 
on Earth would anyone want to do this and how do you prepare for such a journey?” Matt’s multimedia presentation will address these 
and other frequently asked questions.

Matt earned a BA in Journalism and Environmental Studies from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. After graduating in 2004, he moved to the 
mountains and worked for three years as a ranger, naturalist and trails coordinator for the South Carolina State Park Service in the Mountain Bridge Wilder-
ness Area. Most recently, Matt taught science for five years in public schools throughout western North Carolina for grades 8 to10. 

 
“Pulaskis, Relos, and Hobnail Boots: A Pictorial History of Virginia’s Appalachian Trail,” Leonard Adkins
Selected from the archives of the Appalachian Trail Conservancy, Shenandoah National Park, Blue Ridge Parkway, and local Appalachian 
Trail maintaining clubs, the vintage photographs in Leonard’s presentation (accompanied by authentic Appalachian folk music and live 
narration), provide a look at life in the mountains before and during the trail’s creation, how it came into being, who its early champions 
were, the many relocations the trail has experienced, and the volunteers who have constructed and maintained it.

Leonard M. Adkins has hiked more than 19,000 miles exploring the backcountry areas of North America, Europe, New Zealand, and 
the Caribbean. Among his long distance hikes are complete traverses of the Pacific Northwest, Continental Divide, Pyrenees High Route, 

Long, Big Blue/Tuscarora, Ozark Highlands, and Allegheny trails, plus his five treks of the entire length of the Appalachian Trail. Leonard has aided the Appa-
lachian Trail Conservancy in identifying and protecting rare and endangered plants by being a Natural Heritage Monitor and a Ridgerunner. He has also been 
on the boards’ of the Roanoke Appalachian Trail Club and Old Dominion Appalachian Trail Club and a volunteer maintainer of a trail section near McAfee 
Knob. 

Leonard is also Winner of the Lowell Thomas Travel Journalism, National Outdoor Book, and Fore Word Book of the Year Awards and others. He is the author 
of 19 books concerning the outdoors and travel, seven of which are about the Appalachian Trail (including three pictorial histories of the AT), and more than 
200 articles that have appeared in a diverse array of publications. 

TUESDAY, JULY 21ST: 8:00 PM TO 9:30 PM

Drymill Road
Drymill Road crafts old-timey newgrass/bluegrass-tinged goodness marked by upbeat banjo, perky mandolin and wildly har-
monizing vocals. Their spirited good time music will take you down the tranquility of a back road or into the heart of a raucous 
party with heartfelt original material and their own unique versions of classics from Led Zeppelin, Dylan, The Beatles, and more!
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“Best Foot Forward,” Scott Rogers
After losing his leg in an accident involving a .12 gauge shotgun, Scott Rogers started thinking about all of the things in life that he 
wanted to do, but lacked either time or courage to do. The first of his long-shelved dreams to be dusted off and examined was his 
dream to hike the Appalachian Trail. He honestly didn’t think that it was an attainable goal. That was before he read Bill Irwin’s book 

“Blind Courage”. Using Bill as his inspiration, he made the decision to go for it.

“The Gaucho Way – Exploring Wild & Remote Patagonia, Chile,” Tammy McCorkle
What places around the world come to mind when you think of the words “remote” and “wilderness?” The Aysén region of Patagonia, 
Chile is one of the least populated regions in the world. The hardy people of this wilderness area live using many of the traditional ways 
used when the first settlers came in the early 1900’s. Adventurers traveling to the region enjoy trekking, kayaking, rafting, mountain-
eering, and mountain biking while learning about the traditions of the gauchos, the cowboys of South America. Presenter Tammy Mc-
Corkle is a retired Maryland Park Ranger and has been working and traveling in Patagonia for the last several years.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22ND: 8:00 PM TO 9:30 PM
Wall & Frye
Wall & Frye consists of Doug Wall on lead vocals and acoustic guitar, Stuart Frye on keyboards, acoustic guitar, lead vocals, left-
handed bass, and drum machine, Eric Stanley on lead electric guitar and back-up vocals, and “Bongo” Pete Shonerd on conga 
drums and percussion.

The band members’ musical backgrounds are diverse; from performing in “Hair” on Broadway to playing most of the major DC 
clubs and touring the mid-Atlantic music scene. From writing, recording, and producing CD’s to playing with numerous record-

ing artists including Freebo, bass player for Bonnie Raitt, and many local DC bands, such as Moondogs, Wall & Frye have become an institution on the local 
music scene. 

The band’s extensive list of songs includes hits that virtually everyone can identify. If you are a fan of such performers as Bob Dylan, James Taylor, Elton John, 
Kenny Loggins, The Eagles, The Beatles, Joe Cocker, Marvin Gaye, Bob Seeger, and Rod Stewart, you will not want to miss a moment of Wall & Frye’s show. 

“The Ends of the Earth – Alaska’s Wild Peninsula,” John Grabowska (film)
The Alaska Peninsula is a cloud-cloaked land of active volcanoes, rolling tundra and the greatest concentration of the largest 
bears on earth. The writings of naturalist Loren Eiseley inspire The Ends of the Earth, John Grabowska’s High Definition film on a 
landscape where bears outnumber people and the sockeye salmon run is the most prolific in the world. At the base of the pen-
insula lies Katmai National Park, a wilderness larger than Yellowstone and Yosemite -- combined. Farther down the peninsula a 
giant volcanic caldera emerges on the horizon, so remote that more people climb Everest than visit Aniakchak.

Natural history filmmaker John Grabowska specializes in films on the American West and the Alaskan wilderness, working frequently with American Indian 
author N. Scott Momaday and renowned actress Meryl Streep. His films have won awards at festivals around the world and are broadcast as national prime 
time specials on PBS. He has been a guest lecturer on film at The National Geographic Society and the Smithsonian Institution and has led environmental 
media workshops in Argentina and Panama. The Washington Post calls him “one of the virtuoso environmental filmmakers in the country.”

THURSDAY, JULY 23RD: 8:00 PM TO 9:30 PM
Trilogy
Enthusiastic audiences everywhere have discovered that TRILOGY is a unique and musically versatile band. Covering everything 
from Classic Rock, Modern Country, Blues, and Top-40 songs, TRILOGY delivers a crowd-pleasing performance every time. 
There’s something for every musical taste from the beautiful acoustic ballad Landslide to the hard driving rocker Hit Me with 
Your Best Shot. A typical set includes hits from the past by The Police, Heart, Led Zeppelin, Cream, CCR, U2, Guns N’ Roses, and 
Fleetwood Mac. Current hits by Carrie Underwood, Emile Sandi, The Black Keys, The Killers, and The White Stripes, are also 
included. 

TRILOGY is Kerri Lowery, lead vocals; Chuck Beam, lead guitar; Keith McMannis bass and acoustic guitars; and Ben Wright, drums.

“Raptors of the Shenandoah Valley,” Kent Knowles, Raptor Conservancy of Virginia
The Raptor Conservancy of Virginia is a non-profit organization dedicated to the rehabilitation and releasing of injured, ill or orphaned 
raptors, as well as educating the public about raptor and preservation of their habitats. Kent and other RCV raptor handlers gave over 
250 public education talks last year, utilizing some of RCV’s current 20 trained non-releasable or falconry hawks, owls and falcons in 
each of these programs. RCV has also been featured in a short special on the National Geographic Channel and has appeared on several 
television channels in the area.

Kent will discuss species of raptors native to the area, including their appearance and behaviors and will bring several live, non-releasable 
raptors and possible owls, hawks and a falcon for all to see. 

Kent Knowles is a retired senior federal government employee, Navy Reserve JAG Captain, has been in private practice as a lawyer, and served a term as 
President of the International Trade Association of Northern Virginia. Kent also headed the Wildlife Rescue League of Virginia for 8 years.

Twelve years ago he and several other individuals founded the Raptor Conservancy of Virginia, for which he is the President. Kent has rehabilitated and 
handled raptors for over 20 years and holds federal permits for raptor Rehabilitation, Special Purpose Possession, and is a Master Falconer. In 2009, RCV took 
in approximately 240 raptors from around the region and works closely with highly qualified and experienced raptor vets who provide surgical, lab, x-ray and 
other veterinary services for the birds whenever needed. 
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PO Box 807, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425-0807

On-line Registration Opens April 15, 2015 at 9:00 AM EST
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